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J.E. Ford

Our first mag,
and we think its a good one
as far as first issues go. We have brought
together a few topics of concern between
these pages . One , a campus concern over the semantical and ideological approach to a centennial celebration which we have chosen to represent on our cover. We think
that Robert Squeri's graphic design for the centennial more
or less speaks for itself (certainly not for thP Island Theory),
but we thought that we'd give it a bit of a nudge with the help
of our graphics staff. Larry Fritz, Feature Editor, speaks for the
staff in his attempt to unscramble just how a college - most specifically this college - does relate to the mainland; Dick Manning,
STRAIT cartoonist adds his voice with a comic/semi-historical interpretation of the subject. Swimming away from the island, Beverley
Conrad, News Editor and Eric Chaffee, photographer covered the
March On Albany last Thursday, and_- despite the theft of one
roll of Eric's Albany pictures - the story appears here with
some fine photos. To help us get our 'forum going, we invited
31 faculty from SUCB to participate in an open, uncensored
symposium on the Attica Prison uprising and its subsequent
suppression. Getting on to other parts of the mag, we
•
have a fine article on literary criticism by Assistant Professor of English, JE Ford. We hope
.,_
you can get into this issue and fami- ·
liarize yourself with our outlay,
our coverage and our
attitudes.

Editorials
Priorities
The r e cen t Attica Prison incidents should
forcibly awaken people in America to a situation
which has been i n existence in society for
innumerable years. Probably since the first man was
condemned to confinement for violation of a manmade law. Undoubtedly , most Americans have been
convinced by the prisoners and by those who have
seen and lived these conditions that reform is needed .
And, hopefully , our legislators - at least the more
worthy ones - will fight to see them instituted.
But we must not stop at this . Mere prison reform
adaptation of conjugal visiting priviledges, better
food, better wages, cleaner facilities - if, in fact
initiated, will not be enough . Such post facto reform
will serve only to placate those who have somehow
been adjudicated as unfit for the general welfare of
the society.
In hurriedly enacting reforms for those sentenced
to terms in prison , we are doing little but treating a
symptom of a mis-directed nation . We are neglecting
the fact there the term "Political Prisoner" is not just
a radical expression , but an expression that accurately
applys to many prisoners in jail today. We are failing
to come to terms with the fact that in prisons
throughout America, nearly fifty per cent of the
inmates are Blacks, Puerto Ricans, MexicanAmericans and other minority people . •
,
Since the non-white population of America is just
over twenty per cent, it hardly seems reasonable that
such an imbalance could occur in a free, democratic
society where all people are one mass (who have
already enacted their supposed yearning to break
free) at the bottom of God's melting pot.
Someone in this society is not doing his bit in the
equality bargain that we all preach . It appears that we
bear this responsiblity for being lax in our
itudes, from the average housewife and blue collar
orker to the student and the professor and the cop

on the corner and the judge on the bench.Right up to
the top of the chain to the governors and the president.
What this society is also doing is directing its
dollars , time, efforts and public relations promotions
toward the wrong departments. We constantly hear of
police departments and undercover squads being
expanded, better trained , better paid - all to better
enforce the laws.
But upon whom are these laws better enforced?
Blacks, Puerto Ricans, minorities who are almost
totally undertrained, underpaid , undereducated.
Our own college campus bears this out. The
Criminal Justice Department, but three years old, is
expanding rapidly . It is catching up with the SEEK
program already. What kind of priority is that?!t is a
little-known fact that the LEEP (Law Enforcement
Education Program) on our campus was instituted
though the request of the Buffalo City Police Department and the Erie County Sherrif's Department.
Similar programs are operating all over Western New
York and the nation .
It is a well known fact that Buffalo has a large
minority population. And that Buffalo State has a
large minority population, through the efforts of
SEEK. But just last week it was announced that
students studying under the Criminal Justice Program
will be acting as aides for Campus Security soon. One
can easily see the opposing ends.
If we set a priority - one that lives up to our
professed national honor and belief - a priority of
education and uplifting for the underpriviledged in
our society - we would not have to witness such acts
as Attica, and stutter in disbelief. We would not have
to wait for revolting prisoners to tear down the walls
of the prisons. The federal government could tear half
of them down for lack of people to put behind them.

i
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Islands
Now that the centennial year is upon us there
has been a lot of talk about community interest and
the university . Indeed the centennial theme "No
College is an Island 1 1 presumes the interest of the
community and university are the same.
Martin Fried, Centennial Director has said
"students, faculty, administration and community
have a common interest in the shape and form that
the College will take in years to come."
As if iron fences and the omnipresent "no
parking" signs would be enough to dissuade any
well-meaning community member from knowing us,
Dr. Fried suggests a community of interest through
commonality of pursuit make us partners in
university development.
What one notices though upon close
examination of such a scheme as that of "No
College is an Island" is that there is a contradiction
in terms . The university, by definition as a place of
higher learning, is a place in separation from the
world at large. Separation in the sense that its
members have affirmed the need to seek
intellectually and creatively those activities not
normally available anywhere else.
To remove these elements of distinction and
announce that the university and community are
one, is to misrepresent the goals of the institution
at its roots. To say in this sense that "No College is
an Island" is to create a myth as bubbly as that of
celebration champagne.
We are an island people in search of the
extraordinary and no ill-conceived myth can alter it.
Moreover by disclaiming the mythical, we can
come to know what is real. The real, in this sense,
that we as a people are irrevocably linked together
if by nothing more than the nature of our
humanity.
To study conditioned responses of the white
rat or new techniques in molecular biology is all of
the same notion - a deep-rooted concern for
humanity. In this way no iron fence is too strong
nor any parking lot crowded enough to prevent us
from reaching out.
Now today some of us know this very well.
Many of us still do not.
Places like the. campus Help Center and Human
Opportunities are instances where people are
affirming their humanity. There are many others
without any special names, but the names are not
the important part - the people are.
To be honest with ourselves in this Centennial
Year is to know that 100 years is only one day of
travel on a road to a place where "No Person is an

We want to know what you are thinking. We
want to know what experiences you have had which
might lend to better understanding of a topic or
story we have run. We also want you to tip us off
on articles and ideas which you think we should
cover. If you disagree with something that we do or
say, you should make us hear about it .
And we want others to read it. That's what
this section, Interchange, will be all about . It won't
be a letters to the editor column, although we will
print those too (if we get any) in another part of
the mag.
If you are familiar with Playboy you know
what we mean. Through this, we hope to increase
our direct participation with our readers and maybe
even help you and this college out .
Think about it, keep us in mind and when you
have something to say, write it down and direct it
to the editor in Union 401 . Whatever it is, so long
as we can read it, we'll print it . Names will beA
witheld upon request.
9'
What it really is for you: a free "vanity press."

Interchange
Four our first Interchange, we invited thirty-one
selected faculty members to respond to a series of
questions and statements pertaining to the Attica
Prison events. Unfortunately, our responses to the
inquiry were somewhat fewer than we had expected.
Some of the responsibility for this must be placed on
ourselves, as we had just over a week to prepare and
compile the Interchange. However, many faculty
members were unwilling to respond, and, although we
respect their silence, we feel that such silence speaks
for itself. The following include all the responses we
did receive before Tuesday 28 September at 3p~.

Island."
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Obviously , when 40 men are slaugh tered , the situation was mishandled .
venor Rockefeller , as ultimate decision
ker in the situation, bears primary re spo n si b lit y for the debacle . Human itarianism requirer! that before ordering
the use of force , he should have ap peared
at Attica to personally try to persuade
the prisioners to call off the strike and to
allay their fears of administrative retaliation. If all possible avenues to end the
strike failed, the force applied need not
to have been a s brutal and a s
indiscriminate as it was . The governor had
the responsibility to see to it that the
state troopers were properly instructed in
the least harmful use of such force .
Unfortunately , I fear that t he major
result of the Attica strike will be the
further polarization of society. I am afraid that the punitive and penuriou s in clinations of society and their legislative
representatives will not allow for necessary and long overdue reforms in our
prisons or in the society which produces
the prison population.
It is our shame that our primary concern with the lawbreaker is to punish him
rather than to rehabilitate him and , as a
result, prisons tend to harden and reinforce lawbreaking instead of preparing
convicts to lead productive lives. Reforms
ch as occupational training in skilled
d desireable occupations, greater comunication with the outside through
' mass media , letters and visits, conjugal
visits, palatable food, elimination of
purely punitive restrictions , and the
hiring of compassionate and better educated prison officers are essential to the
conversion of a "prison" system to a
"correctional" system.

livion, having discovered anew that meaningful change cannot come without the
support of the larger political system.
Whether Gov. Rockefeller could have
avoided the tragedy by going to Attica or
not is merely conjecture at this point.
That that stone was left unturned is a fact
that cannot be denied . To second guess
this action now, however, is an exercise in
futility with no perceivable redeemable
feature.
If those who gave their lives at Attica,
both prisoner and guard , are not to have
died in vain , we must not respond to the
irrational voices that serve only to compound the tragedy . Instead , we must
come together in a common bond to
work for penal reform which makes punishment as archaic as the inquisition and
rehabilitation the banner flying over
every prison.
Edward L . Morgan Professor - Chairman
Criminal Justice Department

Max Weber in a frequently quoted
but apparently rarely read speech [Politik
als Beruf, Gesammelte Politische
Schriften , Muenchen , 1921, Translated
by Gerth & Mills: From Max Weber, Oxford University Press, 1946, pp. 77-128.]
distinguishes between an ethic of responsibility and an ethic of conviction. He
points out that the decisive means of politics is violence but also that an ethic of
responsibility forces decisions wnich an

ethic of conviction may abhor. Some professors after joining an administration
may find comfort in this though.
A wise old bird once remarked that a
decision for something or somebody
automatically entails a decision against
something or somebody. Having said that
much for the Governor, a person with
some experience in jurisprudence, penology and mass-dynamics might add that
he probably should have gone to Attica
on the first day of the reported uprising.
According to some correction officers, conditions in the prison literally
stank to heaven ; moreover, if it is possible
that about one half of the prisoners can
barricade themselves within a relatively
short time, the removal of the responsible
civil servant seemed indicated.
Without special data one can make
only a guess as to whether a gubernatorial
presence, the firing of the responsible
official and a promise of prompt reforms
would have changed the prisoners mind;
if not, the outcome may have been the
same as three days later, though it could
be expected that there would have been
no victims. What seems certain, is, that
decisions must be made promptly by the
highest authority even if they should be
proven to be wrong. At least, the spectacle of a great national outburst, changing lists of demands and outside interference would have been avoided.
It is painful to have seen the lust for
the absolute on all sides again standing in
the way of evolutionary progress.
Joseph H. Bunzel, JUD
Professor of Sociology,
SUCB

Irving S. Foladare
Professor of Sociology

The tragedy of Attica Prison has yet
to be completed. Like Phoenix, anticlimax marches and demonstrations will
rise from the ashes of our dead and soar
screeching into further tragedy. Perhaps
there may be some germ of validity to
such activities by showing public displeasure but one must question whether
the concerned voices of penal reform can
be heard over such a clamor.
Attica in all it's tragic gore has called
pointed attention to far deeper problems,
not only in our prisons but within the
Criminal Justice System as a whoie. Many
rmers have, in the past, emerged to
t like Don Quixote, the proverbial
windmill only to sink once again into ob-
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Rather than accepting new thoughts and
visions with an openess which should have characterized the " re birth" of intellectual endeavor,
perceptive and incisive thinkers of the time were
denied the right to express themselves to the public
and were generally penalized severely for daring to
think. In an all too similar manner as we witness
today , countless numbers of individuals were harrassed, tortured, and often executed by frightened
clergy nobles and scholars who somehow convinced
themselves that their educations and inspirations
justified their judgment and virtual eliminati9n. of. .
those who dared to challenge tradition with .insight .
It is doubtful that humanity could have sur;
vived . such intellectual and emotional suffocation ·
had it not been for those people who could view
themselves as timeless and universal. For, the persecutors acted as if time as they knew it was stagnant
and true for all time . For the progress which
remains, we are indebted to those who were able to
consider themselves and their actions as one small
part of a huge and all-encompassing world .
If we are to be at all practical, we must examine and admit that in this respect , the human race
has been sadly regressive. For all the technological
skills we have acquired, we are , oddly enough, strangers to our own humanity. We are not able to scrutinize the present, draw from the past , or speculate
with love into the future . Indeed, our material
wealth has promised us success and has convinced
us that our minds have progressed in equal fashion .
There is no doubt that our inner eyes must
catch up with the world we have built around us in
order to strike the balance which will strengthen
and mature us. It is a task, however, which must
first be internalized before it can be applied . If we
are not concerned enough to make some attempt at
objective introspection , then we may consider our
future as a dismal failure, certain to degenerate into
superfluous action rather than enlightened interaction .
This type of thinking is, of course, applicable
in many situations, not the least of which most of
use in the college community must fact on a day to
day basis . It is ironic that we can conceive of freedom of thought on a large scale, but we do not
even detect the absence of this freedom even when
-we are oppressed by it .
Perhaps the most alarming instances of narrowmindedness and intellectual neglect characterize
present day academia . If we are disconcerted with
the behavior of our Renaissance ancestors and their
violent reactions to free thought , we should be outraged at our current academic situation. Very often
that which we think to be a state of reality is a
'poor representation of the true conditions which
exist. So it is with academic life, that what appears

JAN NUZZO

MIND'S EYE
MODERN EDUCATION:
THE STRUGGLE AGAINST MEDIOCRITY

The problems that have become forcefully integrated in everyday college life must finally be recognized as recurrences of the age old afflications of
immaturity and insecurity . The problems of the
universal community of man seem to have developed as a result of the discrepancy between material advancement and mental progress. This discordant situation has occurred, in generally reduced
terms, as a result of the fact that even after thousands of years of relative civilization in one form or
another, man has been sorely remissive in attempting to arrive at harmony between mind and matter.
The problems we find in the present day
college community become more striking when
considered in the context of the actual mental
· development of man in the past several hundred
years. Even since the period known as the Renaissance, when man is commonly considered to have
made awesome discoveries and progress, the evolution has been slow.
To view our present dilemma historically, it is
important to note the activity which occurred
during the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries. During
this (time) period, there evolved a phenomenon we
now identify as (a time of) rebirth and revitalization. It was during this renaissance that many
departures from traditionally rigid schools of
thought were revealed on a larger and comparatively
radical scale than had previously been popularized.
As opposed to earlier times, sacred beliefs and ideologies were now questioned, examined, and in some
cases, disregarded . Had not the European clergy
been in a position of tremendous power, many progressive thinkers of the time would have met with
little or no opposition in expressing different shades
of rigid ideologies, however, as history has shown
us , this was not the case .

(continued on page 23)
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FIELD NOTES

CJ

OPENINGS

Dear Readers,
This little letter is to inform you that I am on
as unfamiliar ground as your are : this is my first
column and your first reading . Here we are , on
opposite sides. of a magazine page, wondering just
how we got into this situation, wondering what will
become of it. For myself, I hope you will enjoy this
magazine and, maybe, find some useful information
in this column . Just what you want and what you
think of this whole scene would be interesting to
hear.
You are probably wondering what all that junk
is you see tacked onto the Peace symbol at the
head of this letter . Possibly, you aren't wondering
what it is for; that is your perogative . However, for
those of you who are interested , I call the whole
thing a presentational device .
You see, that elaboration on the Peace symbol
is what this column is about. I will be trying to
painlessly lay a heavy Field Theory rap on you for
e next six months or so and this little device
ows you how I am going to do it . Most people
have never even heard of Field theory before,
though a man like Marshall McLuhan will tell you
that you see it through your T .V . set everyday . I
will be trying to show you that you are in a field of
experience all of the time, and that our American
Field is awfully complex and rather frightening
these days . The elements on that symbol all stand
for a major area of my life which I think are relevant to all of us Americans in the l 970's.
The Peace symbol is the easiest to explain, so
I'll begin with that. You have all seen it before, no
doubt. That one image has probably gotten more
coverage over the past 5 years than the Playboy
bunny. What you feel about it is your own matter,
or at least so for the moment.
To me, the Peace symbol represents a critical
situation that I will be entering soon . I am presently
an unrecognized Conscientious Objector. My C .0.,
which took an enormous amount of time and emotional energy to prepare and organize, was recently
turned down by my draft board. This means that
eventually, I will be faced with the dilemma of
receiving an induction order and doing what I
elieve I must.
A lot of people find pacifism a revolting idea,
and I must admit that once I agreed with them.
Once, I accepted the attitude that the "justified"
mass killing in war was not murder. At one time, I

thought the Peace symbol was "the footprint of an
American chicken " but now I am proud to use it as
a way of showing you where I am. I can no longer
accept that super-defensive attitude that makes us
mass produce nuclear/chemical/biological weapons
that can not be controlled once they are used, all
because we know the Russians and the Chinese are
out to get our innocent asses. Why should Chinese
schoolchildren have to pay for the grievances
between their father's and ours? Why should any
18 year old American boy have to shoot a 16 year
old Viet Cong? Would you shoot your kid brother
over a political argument?
It seems to me that every young man who is
of draft age ought to ask himself these kinds of
questions before he decides whether to answer his
induction notice . These questions concern all of the
people in this country, but especially the young
men because an army cannot run without man
power and too many men are letting Uncle Curtis
and public opinion make their moral decisions for
them. Part of my time in this column will be spent
in reminding us that we are human beings with
responsibilities, that we can no longer afford to just
play our roles as we fall into them .
Next on the symbol, you see positive and negative signs in balance. This image comes from a
friend who was trying to explain why he got
thrown off the U .B. campus for trespassing in terms
of the Electro-magnetic Field theory (established by
J .C. Maxwell, from which all Field approaches
began.) We were all pretty drunk and the explanation never really got across but the essential principle that you need two poles to have a current, or
a relationship, stayed with me.
For those of you who read Alan Watt's The
Book, you know that there is a little Yin in every
Yang, that every man has part of every women
within him, that the world operates in the balance
of opposites and not solely on men without women
and campuses without police. My concern here will
be to explore our relationships as members of a
very complex society and show just how critical
those relationships are.
Finally, you see the dotted horizontal line running through the symbol. That represents point of
view and perspective, or more specifically, the big
"I" that you have been seeing in abundance all
(continued on page 23)
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NEW
FREE PRESS

Special Senate hearings began this week to discuss the role of the free press in a democratic society and
the government's right to control what is reported in newspapers and on television.
The public hearings - sponsored by Senator Sam J. Ervin and his subcommittee on Constitutional Rights ·were called to discuss such matters as the Pentagon Papers Case , the controversy surrounding CBS's "The
Selling of the Pentagon" documentary and the growing number of press reporters who are being subpoenaed
·by federal grand juries.
Committee members have said that leading reporters , editors , publishers , newscasters and members of the
Justice Department are appearing .
Ervin has also promised to probe the use of undercover agents who disguise themselves as newsmen in
order to gather information. The hearings began in Washington , D.C. on Tuesday, 28 September. •EN
MCCLOSKEY CALLS FOR MORE OPEN GOVERNMENT

Congressman Paul N. "Pete " McClosky stepped up his attack on President Nixon last week when he
charged the Administration with pursuing "an increasing course of concealment of the truth. "
McClosky specifically cited a statement made by Nixon to senior citizens recently when the president said,
"The time has come for a new attitude toward old age in America ." McClosky charged that money
appropriated by the Nixon adminstration under the 1972 Old Americans Act was actually $2.5 million less
than under the 1971 Act ; and he added that Nixon 's 1972 budget request for senior citizens was only 28 per
cent of what Congress authorized .
McClosky insists that he would not have entered the Presidential race against Nixon had the president
"followed a course of truthful , open government ." • EN
FIRST CO RELEASES IN MARINE HISTORY

Two Marine officers were granted conscientious objector releases from the service this month. These are
the first such releases in Marine Corps history.
Robert C. Randolph and John P. McDonough , both Marine lieutenants at Quantico, won CO releases after
being counseled by the American Civil Liberties Union . Both men reported that their viewpoints about the
armed services, war and killing had radically changed while serving in the Marine Corps.
McDonough wrote that he had discovered "a general callousness of military men with regard to the plight
of mankind." Both men reported in their CO applications that their Marine instructors relished accounts of
killing and torture.
Although these CO releases were the first ever granted by the Marine Corps, the Army, Navy and Air
Force have all granted CO releases to military officers in the past. • EN
DICK NIXON AND A WEEK FOR DRUG ABUSE

A spokesman for NORML, the National Organization for Reform of Marijuana Laws, reports that the
members of the President's Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse are closer to recommending the
legalization of grass than had been expected.
The commission has held a series of public hearings in San Francisco and Chicago recently to hear
testimony about marijuana and other drugs. Keith Stroup of NORML says that private conversations with
several members of the commission indicate that if the commission were to give its report to the Presiden~
next week, it would be with the recommendation that there be no legal penalties for simple possession.
. ,.
But President Nixon has already determined that he will ignore the commission's study if it recommends
legalization. In fact, Mr. Nixon has already told the commission just that and has declared the week of
October 3rd through 9th as "National Drug Abuse Week."

March on Albany

"AT ATTICA

THE PRISONERS ROSE
AND IN THEIR BLOOD
DIED FREE"
FROM " DESPERATION " A POEM WRITTEN BY AN ATTICA INMATE

STORY BY BEVERLEY A . CONRAD

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ERIC CHAFFEE

Under grey skies on 23 September, 1971 , demonstrators numbering into the thousands gathered in Albany's
pitol Plaza . They had come to protest the slayings of inmates at the Attica State Prison on 13 September.

On Thursday morning 9 September at
8:30 am the prisoners at Attica State
Prison, Attica , New York , refused to
form work ranks after breakfast . They
were protesting the beating and solitary
confinement of one of the inmates on
Wednesday night . The men then took
control of Cell Block D and seized 39
hostages with which to bargain.
Wednesday night following the beating
of the one prisoner, the inmates in Cell
Block D comprised a list of thirty
demands in the form of a manifesto . The
manifesto was presented to Commissioner
of Corrections, Russel G. Oswald with the
stipulation that the hostages would be re leased unharmed when their demands
were met.
Included in the manifesto were the
names of men and organizations that the
prisoners wished to represent them :
William Kunstler, defense attorney for
the Chicago 8; Bobby Seale, Chairman of
the Black Panther Party; Arthur Eve ,
Black Democratic Assemblyman from
Buffalo ; N.Y. State Senator, John Dunne;
Louis Farrakan, Black Muslim Minister of
the Nation of Islam ; U.S. Representative ,
Herman Bodillo ; Juan Ortiz of the Young
Lords Party ; William Gaite of BUILD.
Negotiations over the prisoners' demands continued until Sunday when all
but three of the demands were met, among these · amnesty for the revolt. The
prisoners refused to negotiate over amnesty and a deadlock of decision resulted.
On Monday morning an attempt by
police to rescue the hostages sparked one
of the bloodiest prison riots in U.S. history. As of 25 September the total number of those killed in the Attica riot is 42.
Most of the dead succumbed to bullet
wounds.
"JAIL ROCKEFELLER
FOR RACIST MURDER!"

Despite the pleas of William Kunstler,
who sided with the prisoners during the
negotiations, Governor Nelson A.
Rckefeller issued the order that sent police into the prison in the attempt to rescue the hostages. The New York governor
is being charged with murder by certain
coalitions of people of New York State.
On Friday, 17 September, Rennie
Davis of the People's Coalition for Peace , ,
and Justice and radical attorney William
Kunstler called for non-violent action to
protest the present American Prison
System. In an "emergency coalition
meeting" Davis said that plans for a
demonstration in Albany 23 September
to protest the killings had been decided
upon.

TO THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA
The incident that has erupted here at Attica is not a
result of the dastardly bushwacking of the POW prisoners
September 8, 1971 , but of the unmitigated oppression
wrought by the racist administration network of this prison,
throughout the year.
We are MEN' We are not beasts and do not intend to be
beaten or driven as such. The entire prison populace has set
forth to change forever the ruthless brutalization and disregard
for the lives of the prisoners here and throughout the United
States. What has happened here is but the sound before the
fury of those who are oppressed.
We will not compromise on· any of the terms except those
that are agreeable to us. We call upon all the conscientious
citizens of America to assist us in putting an end to this
situation that threatens the lives of not only us, but each and
everyone of us as well.
We have set forth demands that will bring closer to reality
the demise of these prison institutions that serve no useful
purpose to the People of America, but to those who would
enslave and exploit the people of America.
THE INMATES OF ATTICA PRISON

The Inmates' Demands
1. We demand that all inmates be given adaquate food , water , A
and shelter.
•
2. We will return to our cells only under our own power.
3. We want complete , meaning freedom from any physical,
mental and any legal reprisals.
4. We demand that the New York State Minimum Wage Law
be enforced in all State institutions. STOP SLAVE LABOR!
(Inmates at Attica are getting $.25 an hour for their work.)
5. Give us by October 1 a permanent group who will represent
our views at the prison, to be made up of people acceptable to
us from the nearby communities.
6. There must be no intimidations or reprisals for all New
York State prisoners who are politically active .
7. Give us true religious freedom.
8. End all censorship of newspapers, magazines and letters and
other publications coming from the publisher.
9. Aliow all inmates, at our expense, to communicate with
anyonl:' wa please.
10. We demand effective rehabilitation programs for all
inmates. (No real attempts are made to rehabilitate prisoners.
The main emphasis is on punishment and most of the U.S.
prisoners are just kept in their cells.)
11 . Modernize the inmate educational system ancd include a
Spanish language library and a criminal law library.

-

If y ou want to learn about
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"In Albany," Davis said, " we will announce. the formation of a campaign
that will go on and on until there are
fundamental changes made in the prison
system."
Praise of the manner in which
Rockefeller handled the Attica revolt was
delivered by President Richard Nixon
during a personal telephone conversation.
Although later details of the killings were
given to the President, a White House
spokeman said that Nixon remained in
full support of the Governor's decision.

12. There must be an effective drug treatment program for all
prisoners who request it. (Attica inmates addicted to heroine
are given therapy sessions only once a month.)
13. All inmates requesting legal assistance must be given that
assistance either from outside lawyers or inmates, depending
on their choice.
14. Give us less cell time and more recreation with better
recreational equipment and facilities .
15. Give us a healthy diet . Stop feeding us so much pork, and
give us some fresh fruit daily .
16. Give us a Doctor that will examine and treat all inmates
that request treatment . Spanish speaking doctors must be
available for Spanish speaking inmates.
17. We demand a significant increase in the number of black
and Spanish speaking officers.
18. Give us an institutional delegation comprised of one
inmate from each company authorized to speak to the
administration concerning grievances so that we may
participate in the decision making processes that affect our
lives.
19. Investigate the charges of mon~y taken from the inmate
funds apd investigate how the profits from metal and other
shops are being used .
20. Cease administrative resentencing of inmates returned for
parole violations.
.
21. No parole violations made without legal representation.
22. There must be more funds to expand work relief programs.
23. End approval lists for correspondence and visitors.
24. Remove visitation screens.
25. No one must spend more than 30 days in solitary
confinement for any one prison offense.
26. Paroled inmates shall not be charged with parole violations
for traffic offenses.
27 . We demand that outside dentists and doctors be allowed to
treat inmates within the institution.
28. Members of the Observer Committee must be permitted
into the institution to see if all the provisions are being carried
out.

A list of demands was compiled by the
Albany National Action committee for
the September 23 march . The list
included points stating 1) that the prisoners origional thirty-one demands be met,
and that amnesty be granted to the
prisoners that participated in the revolt;
2) that Rockefeller, Oswald, and Mancusi
the warden of Attica State Prison must
resign immediately, and that moves to indict them be made without delay; 3) that
New York State pay reparations to the
families of the slain prisoners; 4) that a
list of all the Attica inmates, their
location, and their physical condition be
made public in order to put an end to
"the continued secret brutality"; and 5)
that observors chosen by the prisoners be
allowed into the prison and be allowed
complete freedom of movement and
communication.
" ATTICA MEANS FIGHT BACK!"

**We want safe tra.nsportation to a non-imperialist country.
**We demand the removal of Mancusi, Warden of Attica State
Prison.
**We demand amnesty also from authorities outside the
prison administration including the State of New York.
Editor's note : The original manifesto included thirty-one
demands, the last three of which were refused by the
Administrators during the negotiations.

society, look at its prisons''
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Under gray skies demonstrators numbering into the thousands gathered in
Albany's Beverwyck Park at Washington
Avenue and Ontario Street to participate
in the march on the Capitol. At 1 : 00 pm
they headed toward Capitol Plaza in rows
of five to ten thick.
The voices of the marchers came together as they condemned Rockefeller for
his action on Attica. Blacks and Whites
walked together as they carried banners,
posters, and plackards pleading for amnesty for the prisoners; demanding that
measures be taken to reform the present
prison system.
Shop-owners watched from their
doors as the procession continued. One
man on the sidewalk was heard to couanent:
"Those prisoners, they broke the law.
They go outside the law; I go inside the
law. I say - shoot 'em."
The demonstrators continued in an orderly yet vocal fashion to march down
the street to that Capitol where they
joined a rank of 300 people who had
gathered together in Capitol Plaza.

Capitol police were stationed throughout the plaza and posted at the Capitol
Building. They stood at the second landing level and prevented anyone from advancing above that point.
A rope barrier had been set up at
ground level of the building but was
ignored by the demonstrators as they
climbed to get closer to the speaker's
stand.
As the people waited for the speeches
to begin, various groups chanted in
unison for the removal of Rockefeller.
"Jail Rockefeller for racist murder!" was
repeated over and over again on the
loud speaker. "Jail Rockefeller for racist
murder!"
Anita Turco, Chairman of the South
Shore Moratorium Committee, a Long
Island contingency of women, had this to
say when asked what should be done about Governor Rockefeller :
"Resign now. Rockefeller should willingly step out of office and if he fails to
go along with that we should support
Arthur Eve and go along with impeachment proceedings. Rockefeller let the
prisons deteriorate to cause the uprising."

Anita Wilson of the Lawyer 's Guild ,
then addressed the group emphasising
that it is our job as concerned people to
expose the system" . She also noted from
the U.S. Constitution that as a free country, when the government of the people fails to comply to the wishes of its
people it is the right of the people to es
tablish a new government.
A suggestion that called for the organization of a rehabilitation program for the
prisoners, and that demanded that a
complete list of all the prisoners wounded
during and after the masacre be released ,
was then voiced by Miss Wilson .
Other speakers at the rally included:
Rodrigas Demingo, of the Buffalo Bills ;
Paul Meyer; and Charlene Davis, of the
Free Angela Davis Committee .

"WE ARE MEN I
WE ARE NOT BEASTS."

Tom Soto, a representative of the
Prisoner's Solidarity Committee who had
been present at Attica during the fourday negotiating period, was the first to
address the group of demonstrators.
He begged the State to "give the
prisoners' their demands" and cited that
throughout the uprising the prisoners had
employed a "tremendous class solidarity
without mention of the word 'class' ". He
concluded by saying that on 2 October
there would be protests at all prisons
throughout the country.
Although William Kunstler was
present at the rally, and was urged to
make a statement he only commented
that Tom Soto had said about everything
as well as he, himself could have.
The wife of an present inmate of
Attica State Prison spoke demanding that
all prisoners, black and white, be released
from prison immediately.
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As a final comment on the Attica
uprising a poem entitled " Desperati~- '\
that was written by an Attica inmate
read aloud.
Tom Soto stated at this point that on
14 October this year, in the Grand Ballroom of the New York Hilton Hotel in
New York City, Nelson A. Rockefeller
would receive the 1971 Humanitarian
Award . He also stated that Commissioner
Oswald would receive a similiar award at
the George Washington Hotel on 6
October. All were invited to be present
for these two events.
At about 4 :30 the demonstrators dispersed. Workshops with Tom Soto , Dave
Dellinger, and others that spoke at the
rally, were held following the demonstration.

SPIRO AGNEW SAYS IT AGAIN
FOR THE 'SILENT MAJORITY'
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UNY AB SCHOOL OF LAW CALLS FOR
INVESTIGATION OF ATTICA TRAGEDY

The Student Bar Associatation of the
State University of New York at Buffalo
School of Law has called for the
establishment of an independent
commission to investigate the Attica State
Prison uprising , and has offered its
assistance in the preparations of the
commission's report.
Mark G. Farrell, SBA president,
called the meeting in response to the
demands that the Law School take an
active role in assessing the New York
correctional system and the Attica tragedy
in particular.
In a statement by Farrell, a list of
proposals regarding the investigation was
given :
1. a) The immediate establishment of
an independent and totally impartial
commision truly representing all segments
and groups of society to investigate the
entire incident, including, but not limited
to, the causes of its occurence, the events
that transpired in its development and
tragic termination and the conduct and
presentations made to the public by
y and all parties responsible for
suring that an objective and candid
documentation of the event would result
upon subsequent inquiry.

b) The full disclosure of the
commision 's findings, regardless of· its
discredit or embarrassment to any
individual, official, agency , or interest
group involved.
c) Immediate implementation of the
oomrnission's administrative, legislative,
and judicial recomendations by the
appropriate governmental official or
body. Furthermore, any findings pointing
to or specifically indicating responsibility
for the total incident be immediately
acted upon by the appropriate judicial
and administrative units with a view
towards full application of whatever
measures are necessary to insure that
subsequenttragedies shall not occur.
2. Complete support for the security
and rights of prisoners, guards and
employees of the institution in the
pending investigations and to implement
the reforms agreed to during negotiations
aimed at terminating the incident.
The student body offers its complete
assistance , as law students, in the
research, investigations and preparations
of the findings of any commision
convened to deal with the issues raised
because of and as a result of the Attica
tragedy .
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In another one of his flaming vocal
essays Spiro Agnew, Vice-President of the
United States, said it again fo r the silent
majority.
In a speech he delivered at the 78th
Annual Conference for the International
Ch iefs of Police Conference, at Anaheim,
California, 27 September, he stated that
the ultimate issue at Attica State Prison
was not prison reform .
" No , the issue at Attica , like the issue
involved whenever the orderly processes
of a free society are confronted by those
who place themselves above or beyond
the law, is whether that society 's free in stitutions are to survive or go under. "
Agnew recognized the members of
the audience as persons that would be the
first to note that "though the place
names and slogans change, the modus
operandi in the development of these.
celebrated radical left causes remains the
same".
" Th i s holds true," the quotable
Vice-President said, "from their genesis
until their final anointment by editorial
polemicists , [say po-lem-i-cists : a person
skilled or involved in the art of polemics,a
controversy or argument]. who then
righteously display them as the latest examples of the enduring guilt of American
society ."
In the past ten years, cited the VicePresident, 633 American Law Enforcement officers have been killed as a result
of criminal action, and "when those who
protect us are attacked, we are all
attacked ; when those who safeguard our
institutions are endangered, our institutions are endangered".
Agnew named the Attica uprising as
"the creation of yet another cause in the
celebre in the pantheon of radical revolutionary propaganda".
"When those few assigned to uphold
our laws give their lives in the conduct of
their duty, then we, the manywho survive have a renewed responsibility to
see to it that their sacrifice was not in
vain • the government of law for which
they died is upheld against those who
would destroy it."

VIETNAM :

SAIGON TAXI DRIVERS
Saigon (DNSI) - Saigon political
circles have been buzzing for weeks with
talk of a possible coup against President
Nguyen Van Thieu , but public ~pinion , ~s
reflected by taxi drivers, remains skeptical.
Saigon's taxi drivers, some of whom
have driven their taxis for more than
twenty years, and some of whom have
been dorce, by wartime inflationary pressures to "moonlight," are among ~he
most talkative Vietnamese in the city .
Although few of them speak English ,
they don't mind expressing their views on
the current political situation to a foreigner
who speaks Vietnamese.
During the past few days, these
reporters have talked with nearly two
dozen of the estimated 5,000 men who
wheel their ancient blue and yellow
Renaults around Saigon's fume-filled
streets. Their answers indicate a high
degree of disaffection with ~resident
Thieu in the capital and a widesprea~
feeling of futility over Vietnamese politics.
Most of the drivers dismissed talk of
a coup as unrealistic, since no such
change of government could take place
without American consent.
One driver, a policeman with four
children who must drive his taxi to supplement his meager income, said, "Ky has
support from the army, but the ~ericans still support Thieu , so there 1s no
chance for a coup." Another said, "It all
depends on American policy, and the
Americans are still behind Thieu."
"Americans control the economy
and the aid to the Vietnamese military,"
said a third driver. "Nothing can be done
without their support."
Al though most drivers believed
Thieu still had U.S. support, one driver,
who said he didn't know anything about
a coup, added, "I have heard that Americans are tired of spending so much money
for the war. Thieu wants the war, so the
Americans will bring him down."
The nearly unanimous feeling is that
Thieu is extremely unpopular, primarily
because of his policy of continuing the
war. "Nobody likes Thieu," said one of
them flatly .
Another declared, "In order to have
peace, we have to change two P~esiden.ts-one in the U.S. and one here. A thU"d
driver, when asked about the prospect of
another Thieu administration, said, "If
we have four more years of the Thieu
regime, the people will suffer very
much ."
Only one driver indicated support
for Thieu. A Catholic, who crossed himself as the taxi passed Saigon's main Cath-

edral he declared the country needs
Thie~ to fight the Communists.
The issue of peace is clearly uppermost in people 's minds here, and Thieu is
seen as the main obstacle to an end to the
war. "The other side wants peace, too ,"
declared one driver. "They 've been fighting for 25 years. " He added that most
Vietnamese--"a majority "--supported the
seven point peace plan presented in Paris
by Madame Binh, the chief negotiator for
the Viet Cong.
Although anti-Thieu feelings are
clear-cut, the drivers were not in agreement on the merits of his competitors.
One driver expressed support for General
Duong Van Minh , whose withdrawal from
the Presidential race precipitated the current political crisis. But few of them even
mentioned Minh, and one driver, a refugee from North Vietnam , said, " Ky has
support from the poor people. Minh is
known for his action in the 1963 coup
(against Diem) but he hasn 't done anything for the people. Ky has the support
of 60% of the Army ."
As for Thieu's planned October 3rd
referendum the taxi drivers expressed a
combinatio~ of contempt and resignation . "Why vote? Just one person running " snorted one driver.
' But a 43-year old driver with 6
children said " I must vote because I drive
around the ~ity and the police will stop
me and ask for my voting paper. " And he
asked the reporter, "In America , are you
arrested if you choose not to vote? " Although he didn't know of anyone. who
had been jailed for lack of a clipped
voting card after the recent Lower ~ouse
elections, he said people were afraid to
boycott the election.
Although they are willing to talk
with foreign reporters about politics,
many taxi drivers expressed feelings of
powerlessness about the situation. " I'm
just a small person with no power," said
one. "Poor people have no voice," declared another. " We can't speak out.
There are too many secret police
around. "
Presidential elections for South
Vietnam will take place 3 October.
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DRUGS :

THE ACLU Be GRASS
The American Civil Liberties Union
announced it will Launch a "national litigational attack" on marijuana laws within
the next six weeks.
The ACLU 's executive director
Melvin Wulf revealed in New York that a
test case challenging grass laws would be
filed by the end of October in the state of
Washington. Wulf said he spent . several
days in Seattle last week laying the
ground-work for the legal attack . He
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added that the ACLU has not yet decided
whether the court challenge will involve a
criminal case--or whether it will be an
affirmative court action .
Said Wulf : " We selected the state ffflfl 1
Washington as a beginner because we fee1
the climate there is more receptive ."
The legal attack on marijuana law_s is
the first national assault on the const1tu tionality of the law ever undertaken by
the ACLU .

STONED RATS
A leading medical expert has challenged " as irrevelant" the findings of two
other doctors who reported this week
that intensive doses of THC --the active
ingredient in marijuana-- caused "Bizarre
behavioral changes" in laboratory rats.
Dr. Lee Hollister of the Veterans
Administration Hospital in Palo Alto
insisted that the research done by doctors
at the Mason Reserach Institute at
Worcester, Massachusetts , is irrelevant to
human beings. Dr. Harris Rosenkratz at
the Mason Research Institute had report ed earlier this week that heavy doses of
THC had caused tremors, convulsions and
seizures in rats. He said that an equivalent
dose to human beings would require a
person smoking 30 strong joints a day for
"at least five years." Dr. R?senkra~t
explained that the dose used m ra~~
40 times stronger than the manJua
needed to make a person high.
Dr. Hollister strongly criticized any
conclusion which inferred that the rat
experiment somehow proved humans
might suffer from brain _d amage fr~m
marijuana. He added that if a person in gested 40 times the amount of alcohol
needed to. make him high , that person
would show signs of tremors or convulsions at the end of five years. "No ", said
Dr. Hollister, "that person would probably be dead within minutes." •EN

•
DETENTION ACT REPEALED
Despite an attempt by conservatives
to stop it, the House earlier this month
overwhelmingly voted for the repeal of
the Emergency Detention Act, the 1950
law which allows for the jailing in detention camps of so called subersives.
The House passed the repeal measure 356 to 49. Earlier the same day the
House voted down an amendment to the
bill which would have only changed the
existing law, not repealed it. The amendment was sponsored by Congressman
Richard Ichord, the chairman of
House Internal Securities and one of •
'
Congress' leading conservatives.
.
The sponsor of the repeal measure
was Congressman Spark Matsu_naga, a
Hawaii Democrat. His staff predicts that

the repeal bill will sail through the Senate. Elma Henderson, of Matsunaga's
staff, said that a similar bill was passed by
the Senate on a voice vote in 1969. The
committee was the Internal Securities
,Acommittee, which Ichord heads.
1• •
The Emergency Detention Act is
part of the Internal Security Law which
was passed in 1950 and allowed for the
jailing in detention camps of suspected
subversives in the United States. There
has been considerable controversy surrounding the fact that the law still remains on the books and could be activated at any time . The law provides that
the President, during a time of insurrection, can detain people who are suspected
of spying or sabotage.
Many blacks have expressed fears
over the years that the old detention
camps would be re-activated and they
would be jailed in any time of internal
conflict.
William Rehnquist, Assistant Attorney General, suggested this week that
courts should accept evidence against
defendants--even if the evidence is obtained illegally and in violation of the U.S.
Constitution.
Rehnquist is a 40-year-old assistant
to Attorney General John Mitchell who is
described by insiders as "the Attorney
General's attorney ." In testifying before a
Senate subcommittee, Rehnquist told
Senators that they should give "serious
consideration" to rewriting laws so as to

get rid of current "search and seizure "
protections. Protection against unwarrented search and seizure is guaranteed to
American citizens by the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution.
Rehnquist said that recent opinions
by Chief Justice Warren Burger indicated
that the Supreme Court would probably
accept new laws which limited search and
seizure protections. Rehnquist added that
the Justice Department would propose
specific new laws on this subject to Congress in the near future .
Rehnquist is a former Arizona lawyer who had been active in Republican
politics, including Senator Barry Goldwater 's campaign, prior to his appoint ment to the Justice Department by
Nixon . EN
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PRICE TAG
ON CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTION

The American Civil Liberties Union
has called on Defense Secretary Melvin
Laird to stop Air Force fron requiring
that ROTC and service academy officers
seeking discharges as conscientious objectors repay the government for their
schooling. The amounts asked have
ranged up to $60,000 .
In a letter sent to Laird Friday , 17
September, and made public Monday , 20
September, ACLU pointed out that conscientious objection is protected by the

First Amendment guarantee of freedom
of conscience . By requiring repayment,
the Air Force "places a price tag on such
beliefs," the ACLU charged.
Officers applying for CO discharge
have been advised to sign a promissory
note of repayment which "will be considered as evidence of the sincerity of
their beliefs," the letter said. "The
purpose of this practice is clear ... to
deter and penalize those officers whose
conscientious objector beliefs will no
longer permit them to serve in the milit ary ." According to the ACLU , airmen
who seek discharge on grounds other than
conscientious objection are not asked to
sign such notes . No authority can be
found in military regulations to permit
the practice .
In addition , the promissory note includes a "confession of judgment" clause
empowering the government " ... to
appear for me and to enter and confess
judgment against me. "
The ACLU said , "We could expect
such a questionable form to come from
an unscrupulous merchant , not from the
United States Government." The U.S.
Supreme Court has agreed to hear a case
challenging the legality of this type of
clause in business contracts.
The ACLU asked that steps be taken
" to insure that any officer who has
rufused to sign such a note will nevertheless receive the fair consideration of
his application to which he is entitled ."

The Peoples' Health Center
Late last year, over 1,000 members of the Buffalo State
College community signed a petition calling for the establishment of "a health center, separate from existing ones, with the
following available to all members of the college community : a
qualified gynecologist, V.D . testing, pregnancy testing, pap
smear testing, contraceptive information and distribution, and
abortion information and loan funding."
The petition had been initiated by a group of women
concerned that the health needs of a majority of women here
were being ignored, and that an already heavily overburdened
Planned Parenthood was treating approximately 400 Buffalo
State students. The group set out to find a way to remedy this.
Some members, seeing this as "the school's responsibility", took the problem to the Director of Health Services, Dr.
Yeostros. Yeostros said that a gynecologist should be available,
but due to budget cutbacks, one could not be funded .

•

The plan now, is for the group to try to become a recognized board, and thus receive funding from the U.S.G. to establish the Peoples' Health Center. The Center would be housed in temporary quarters, until September, when along with
Health Services, it could move into the new Infirmary.
The first step in receiving recognition, is to be temporarily approved by the U.S.G. Constitution Committee, which
would then take its findings to the House of Reps. If approved

•STEVE BASKIN

by the House, the group would have two weeks in which to
further organize, and draw up a constitution and budget. The
constitution would be submitted to the Committee and then
the House of Reps at the end of the interval, and the budget
would be submitted to the House of Finance .
The approval of the student body is not mandated, but
the budget of the Health Center would be subject to a referendum in June, to receive operating funds for the subsequent
year.
_
The group trying to organize the Peoples' Health Center
submitted an application to the chairman of the Constitution
Committee, U.S.G. Vice President Tom Williams, on Monday.
Williams said however that the board constitutions had priority , and that the Cnmmittee_might not get to this matter for
more-·ilian a· week, or- possibly two.
It is estimated that the initial cost of establishing the Center might be in excess of $12, 500· but a majority of that
would be for equipment, which is a long range capital investment. The annual cost of maintaining the the Center would
probably be in the area of$10 ,000.
The U.S .G. Government last year had a cash balance of
over $68,000, and in the opinion of F.S .A. Director, Robert
Johnson, might easily support another board. According to
Rick Pictor, U.S.G. Treasurer, the funding of the Peoples'
Health Center would be a worthwhile investrr.er.t.
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BUFFALO STATE HOSPITAL
'the walls of an institution'

"The basic problem that when one has to take
a very long time to consider change, he very of ten
ends up spending as much time def ending the position against such change. Many times it would be
easier to remain flexible and thereby remain on
of the situation."
While declining specific comment of the proposal last year which would grant students a degree
with no major area of study, - then termed "General Studies," Schwartz did say that he is ready to
listen to modifications of present degrees including
the introduction of new ones. Lacking the specific
information that was dealt with by the curriculum
committees in regards the 'General Studies ' proposal, he did not feel himself confident enough to say
whether or not that suggestion was feasible .
"In an area such as this, we cannot do without
constant re-evaluation. Re-evaluation in terms of
past performance, the present and, most important ,
the future."
Representat ive of such re-evaluation now
occurring is seen in the committee for independent
study. Headed by Dr. Robert Shoenberg, the committee is presently in charge of registration for independent study and will make recommendations to
the Vice President concerning the program's
function .

"The n1ost irn portant person
around here is the student"
A student advisory committee to the Office of
A-::ademic Affairs will very definitely be something
of the near future, reports Dr. Donald Schwartz ,
newly appointed Vice President for Academic
Affairs.
While reluctant to detail the selection and responsibilities of such a committee, other than to say
it would be a "direct means of communication between his office and the students," Schwartz sees
such committees as a new but essential part of his
office function.
"It is my belief the most important guy
around here is the student and we're going to involve him as much as possible in the affairs of this
office . These committees, however, are not to be
construed as conflicting with the College Senate or
any other similar body. Rather they may be seen as
supplementary means to let students know exactly
what changes we have in mind and how such
changes will effect them . Where relevant, recommendation obtained by these committees would be submitted to similar bodies in the College Senate ," he
said.

Described as a "fervent believer in the need for
academic change" Schwartz says he does not feel
himself tied to any system which has been in existence for a long time . In talking with faculty and
students on campus he finds many receptive to the
need for academic change.
"I'm very optimistic about the new positive
direction this college has taken and , hopefully, will
still take in the area of academic affairs," he said.
In regards the possible direction his office could
take, he said, " I am not one who waits five or ten
years to bring about needed _changes.

What has been termed the Number
Two position on campus, the Vice President for Academic Affairs has often been
seen as an embodiment of contrary demands - that of students and administration .
While through the breakdown in
power at the university, there are three
vice presidents (including that of the Ad ministration and Student Affairs), it is
the Vice President for Academic Affairs
that assumes the President's position in
his absence . Overseeing the five deans of
the University (that of the Applied
Sciences, Arts, Arts and Sciences, Professional Studies and Developmental Studies), the Vice President is immediately
answerable to the President.
Unlike faculty, the Vice President is
not a tenured position. Conceivably, it is
a hire-fire term of office.
Now after two years of vacancy
(following Huston Robinson's departure
in 1969, during which time Interim Vice
'Presidents' Bauer and Greenwood served),
Dr. Donald Schwartz has been appointed
Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Prior to coming to Buffalo State, Dr.
Schwartz served as Acting Vice President
for Academic Affairs at Florida Atlantic
University. Receiving his Ph.D. in chemistry at Pennsylvania State University,
Schwartz has worked for the National
Science Foundation as a Program Director and as a science advisor to the American Chemical Society and the U.S. State
Department.
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•United Farm Workers

Continues Fight for Recognition
Now, the monumental job of building the farm
workers union and making it work is in the hand; of
United Farm Workers.
Helping the workers to
learn and to uphold their new rights and duties is
vital to the success of the struggle, because if the
union doesn't work on the ranches for the workers,
the striking and boycotting will prove futile .

NORA CASSILLAS

The past year has been a confusing one for
many people interested in the progress of the farm
workers' movement. Strikes have come and gone,
boycotts have been on, then off, then on again,
some ending in victory, some not really ending, but
just not there anymore . Many people thought that
last year's victories in the five-year-long grape workers' strike meant not only the end of the table
grape boycott, but also the end of the farm workers' struggle. In reality, neither assumption was, or
is, true.

Beyond this, and in answer to a question many
people ask, lies the job of organizing farm workers
in other crops, in other areas, and in other states.
This work has been going on for many years in
several areas of California, Arizona, and Texas, and
a major strike and boycott in the lettuce industry
has already been effected.
There are several
strikes going on in California at various ranches,
part of the "strike fever" that has followed Farm
Workers' victories. The shortlived but successful
boycott of Italian Swiss Colony wine products
brought a contract with the second largest winery
in the world (the largest, Gallo , as well as Paul
Masson, Almaden, Christian Brothers, and some
others, are also unionized) . There are stirrings of
farm worker action in Washington State, Oregon,
Idaho, Colorado, Ohio, Michigan, and Florida, and
UFW hopes soon to be able to start real organizing
in those and other areas. Eventually, New York's
time will come, and western New Yorkers, as well
as Long Islanders, will see the farm workers struggle
in their own back yards.

United Farm Workers has continued throughout this summer to fight for recognition and has
signed contracts from the approximately ten per
"eent of the California and Arizona grape growers
who did not sign last year. Many have since signed,
but it is still important to boycott all California and
Arizona table grapes which do not have the farm
workers' union label on the box.
For the farm workers who do the most
difficult work under the hardest and most dangerous conditions, for the lowest pay this country has
to offer, the struggle is far from over. The victory
of the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee
in the table grape industry, was very significant and
vital to the success of future farm worker organizations everywhere. To many, it still seems a miracle. It was preceded by more than a hundred years
of unsuccessful farm worker organization by dozens
of different groups, including the Wobblies, the
Communist Party, the CIO, and later, the AFL-CIO.
Most of the strikes were stopped by the guns of the
grower-run establishment.

Now, and for many years to come, farm workers are literally struggling for their lives, to gain a
fair wage, safe and decent living and working conditions, and protection from dangerous pesticides
which are often fatal to farm workers, as well as
harmful to consumers and the environment. The
help of all concerned people is needed in order to
keep on winning. One simple but very important
thing anyone can do is to become informed about
the problem and the progress of the farm workers.
Funds, food, clothing, office supplies, and time, are
needed to keep the boycott and the strikes operating. For more information, contact the Buffalo
boycott office: 59 Kenmore Avenue (at Windemere), 836-6696.

All the reasons why the strike worked, may
never be known. The boycott was the most vital
and effective weapon, bringing the kind of pressure
that even the growers had to listen to. It cannot be
_ enied or ignored that the theory and practice of
on-violence in the struggle not only brought support and success, but also helped to keep the strikers and boycotters alive to see the victories.
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On the night of August 21st five young people entered the Buffalo Draft Board office for the purpose of
removing draft files and Army Intelligence records. They were halted in their attempt by the arrival of '""
FBI who consequently arrested them and interrogated them for five hours before they were moved to the •.:
County Jail . They were later released on bail ranging from $15,000 to $35 ,000. The five, Charles Darst,
Maureen Considine, Ann Masters, James Martin and Jeremiah Horrigan, are currently awaiting indictment on
charges which, if found guilty, could send them to prison for a minimum of 2 years and a maximum of
approximately 40 years.

Children Of Nature: The Buffalo Five
JEANNE MAHONEY

That they will be found guilty is certain, since
they have all admitted to the "crimes" with which
they have been charged and have stated publicly
what they hoped to accomplish and the compelling
reasons that led them to their action. Anyone who
has talked to these people, or who has seen and
heard them on their television appearances, could
not help but be moved by their sincerity, their
courage, their rationality and their ultimate faith in
the power of good to right the forces of evil.
A Grand Jury investigation of this action has
been ordered, presumably to determine the extent
of the crime committed and to determine if there is
any connection between the Buffalo action and the
Camden, New Jersey action which occurred the
same night. Possibly, in its enthusiasm, it may also
seek to connect the action of these peopl~ with the
alleged conspiracy to kidnap Kissinger and blow up
the Washington, D.C. heating tunnels, for which
Philip Berrigan, Sister Elizabeth McAllister, Eqbal
Ahmad among other, have been indicted.
In short, the Grand Jury investigation could very
well turn out to be a witch-hunt directed against
people who have involved themselves ·in the Berrigan
defense and, in general, who have been actively involved in the anti-war movement.
·
There will be no trial until the Grand Jury investigation is over. Actually it is a function of the
Grand Jury to determine whether a crime has been
committed at all and consequently whether there
will be a trial. However, in this case, since it is
unlikely that the Grand Jury will find the Buffalo
Five innocent of committing a crime, it is reasonable to assume the Jury's activities will be in the
area of connecting the actions of the Buffalo Five
with other anti-war actions and searching out other
individuals who could, in any way, be accused of
being co-conspirators. Conspiracy charges can be
rather tenuous and a case can be made with little or
no proof.
One wonders really what goes to make up a
"conspiracy" especially in the light of the conspir• ·
acy charges in the Berrigan case, since some of

those "co-conspirators" did not even know each
other. The Buffalo Five acted as individuals, and yet
it is not unlikely that the FBI and the Grand Jury
will construe their act to be part of a much larger
conspiracy. By terming such acts conspiratorial the
division between anti-war people and those support·
ing the government's policies becomes much more
clearly defined . Instead of being merely dissenters,
the anti-war people become the enemy • and the
safest thing to do in the eyes of the government is
to put as many as possible behind bars.
I admit I am conjecturing on the forthcoming
Grand Jury investigation; however, my conjecture is
based on the record of the Grand Jury investigati
in the Berrigan case. Those of us in the lo
Berrigan Defense Committee have been joined in
spirit by other concerned individuals who have been
angered by the tactics of that Grand Jury. By subpoenaing witnesses to testify and granting them
immunity, it has taken away their right to invoke
the Fifth Amendment. The subpoenaed witnesses
who refused to co-operate with the investigation,
feeling their rights had been violated, were
imprisoned, at least temporarily, for their refusal.
A Grand Jury sits for eighteen months and has the
power to imprison a non-co-operating witness for
aperiod up to eighteen months, or for the length of
time it is convened.
In the case of the Buffalo Five, whatever the
finding of the Grand Jury, one thing seems certain ·
they will go to jail, as did the members of the
Catonsville Nine, the Milwaukee 14, and the
Chicago 15. Although they hoped to be successful
in their action, they were in full recognition of the
fact that their chances for success were slim and
that if they were caught they would surely go to
prison. Knowing this, they nevertheless went
through with their attempt, feeling it was the only
recourse they had.
The frustrations they had felt until this time
shared by many of us • frustrations of living in _
society that is deaf to reason, deaf to the pleas of
those who favor life and life-giving forces over death
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and d·e struction - the frustration of trying to work
within the system for constructive change while
everything in that system opposes change. They
~
ere forced into a radical, though non-violent ,
action by a society which will listen to nothing less
than a radical action .
Before their action at the draft board, the
Buffalo Five printed up a statement concerning
their proposed action. This was to be circulated
whether their attempt was successful or not. It gives

a
•

•

the reasons for their action and makes clear certain
very important aspects such as their completely
non-violent commitment. Above all it gives some
idea of their beauty, purity, sense of humanity and
joyousness in the face of oppression .

Reprinted here are excerpts from what they call
"State of the Buffalo. "

We feel it is our right as men and women of
responsibility, our duty before God and men, to take
this action against these records that help make the
Vietnam War possible - a violence of extraordinary
arrogance and cruelty.
We feel that in times like these - when countries
have the capability to wage total war and annihilate
all life on this planet - a man's duty is far surpassed
by his duty to the whole race. Our moral outrage
and our sober rationality both say t~ us, as others
have said before "Some property ]1as no right to
exist." Absolutely, we say that.
This action sP)ifJgs fr m a belijf that a person's
life is sacred, ·r to no one ,,else, a.t least to him. And
we believe t at. no f!OVetnme.rtt should heve such
total claims on a mant$r life as to be able 't
p'.:
"Man, from the time yo are 18 until you~ 26,
you are our weapon. We a~ he governmel1t will tell
you who the tnemy · , h0- to kill. We will tell you
when and where fQ kill him, and perhaps to be
killed yourself. And only;, we as the government will
judge the righteousne or wrongness of these wars . ..,
We believe that no governme t should be saying this
- either by drafting a man to fight its wars or demanding mo,ney from him in the form of taxes to
pay for them.
·
This is amazingly contradictory to the Gospel,
to very ~erican i ea1s of free conscience and
choice, 10 fact, to everyt'hing we have held sacred
since infanczy. The i.ostant we start drafting armies
to protect our freedoms, our freedoms are meaningless and we undermine -the- most basic freedom the freedom not to kill on another's command.
In you, good neighbor, we wish to inspire
neither alarm nor disgust by this our night's work.
We move here against · vandals and terrorists especially those of official badge or office in our
country. We could have used dynamite or fire upon
these rooms, or have pacified the man on guard as
if he were an enemy or no man. We could have
~ereby purchased our own safety - and the success
what we set out to do. Indeed, such are the

conventions of the land and the times. But they are
not our conventions. To us they are as dead as the
polluted air and rivers of this country · as violent as
the life imposed upon the people of our cities. So
we have chosen to create a way to hinder the abduction of our sons and brothers - and to open to
citizens what our military protectors think of us.
We realize that Vietnam could happen again in
many countrieS' of the Third World solely because
of American interests and money there. And if the
VN war were over tomorrow and the draft abolished. the day after, problems of poverty, sickness,
agression, greed and blindness still exist, and we are
stilt faced with a struggle: how does a person of
hopeful honesty arrd truth live for love and laughter
ancl peace and sanity, how does he affirm the
~nctity of all humanity and all life in a time when
the world seems more and more given to fear and
hate in which the victims are (usually) the innocent.
Jle are reminded of the words of Camus: "I
wish [ could love my country and still love justice."
Simply stated, we stand for life, love, laughter,
music, good food, friends, air, sunshine - all things
green and livjng and beautiful.
We stand against fear, hate, systems and structurf)s not in the service of man, the militaryindustrial complex which has run rampant and at
the verge, of destroying our life system - our mother
the earth.
We affirm the'Se things by this action, we are
one more set of lives standing on the side of life.
THE BUFFALO

We take this name because the
Buffalo, a once powerful beast of
freedom nearly exterminated under
the advance of western civilization, is
returning today in ever greater numbers - perhaps symbolic of nature's
resilient resistance .
We are children of nature.
We are the Buffalo.

,.-.,f

1

Jeanne Mahoney is a member of the Buffalo
Berrigan Defense Committee and is presently a
student at Buffalo State.
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Strait: a short history
We had been th i nking of names like
Alternatives, /or (from Kierkegaard) , etc . (that was
one of them too, come to think of it.) Then one
harried evening during a house of finance meeting, a
member of the administration (one who was
decidedly opposed to the whole matter and was
blatently pro - yearbook) suggested in a
not-so-off-handed manner that , perhaps , we should
call it " The Crooked Approach ." We were
awe-struck .
We had been looking for a name for so
long .. ..
But, as you can see, we didn't call it that; we
changed the spirit of the suggestion and called
ourselves STRAIT. We also thought that it tied in
pretty well with communications. (strait • channel :
channel of communication).

Several months ago , when 1971 was still
young, the idea for a new publication on campus
came about. There seemed to be quite a large void
in the program of publications at SUCB - between
the Record and Elm Leaves and ElElms and the
offerings from our sister campus, U.B. - ethos and
Undercurrent - didn't fill that void in a meaningful
way .

So with some of these attitudes in mind, the
idea for a totally new kind of publication was
brought before the Publications Board. At first , the
idea was to have it replace the Elms yearbook - or
at least to be an outgrowth of it : their money , their
staff, some of their traditions and features. That
idea was scrapped when a lot of opposition arose
and a lot of people began to think of revolutionizing the yearbook itself.

Hedda Gordon
Carol Edmondson
Andrew Elston

Nancy Dick

.

Susan Piotrowski

Sometimes around March, the "new magazine"
· still nameless, staffless and directionless - was
proposed to the board as a monthly to be produced
on enamel (slick) paper. It would cover all manner
of bigger topics left untouched by the Record.
The Board approved the idea and begun
shuffling dollar signs around in the coming year's
budget to finance the idea . By the end of April the
new magazine not only had a neat sum of money,
but a caestaff of editors and interested parties.
We were beginning to get our heads together .
We were in a temporary office in Cassety Tunnel
and were holding interest meetings. Still no name .

Larry Frit,.

Beverley Conrad

We didn't think at the time that people would
misspell us so frequently ("straight"_) so now we tell
them STRAIT - as in Gibraltar, or Magellan. That
really confuses them .
Anyway, here we are: and we are definit~
NOT very much like a monthly . We're a t . ·
monthly. (We had to change .our stationery).
Whether or not we are very 'Straight' we will leave
up to your judgment.
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much to contribute, you know that you are not
being guided, but merely programmed.
One wonders why a teacher would need to
promote mediocrity rather than excellence, but
really, the answer is basic. Those fine professors we
are fortunate to know need not fear the inherent
power of their students. To a person who has taken
the time to examine many things carefully, but who
knows there is much left to learn, discovers by his
or her students is not a threat, it is an exciting
occurrence. But those teachers who have fooled
themselves into pseudo-intellectuality lead a shallow
and a threatened existence. For them, discoveries
that their students make on their own are repulsive
because they do not represent a transfer of facts
from a superior level to an inferior level.
It is only the grossly insecure who need to fill
students as a hose fills a bucket and it is only those
very special people who reject this sadistic practice
in order to spark a potentially vigorous intellect.
We still have a few professors who have positive views of education around us today, but every
day it becomes more difficult for them to stay with
us . Little by little they are being eliminated by
those who support mediocrity . It is all too similar
to such writers as Orwell and Bradbury, who predicted a time when an elite group shall choose the
reading and thinking material that the masses shall
have available to them. The problem is, we are the
masses. We must remember, though, that, of ourselves, we are individuals. We are the ones who are
being smothered with one viewpoint rather than the
inexhaustible possibilities. We alone are the ones
who must recognize that no one has the right to
place a limit on those possibilities.

ntinued from page 6)

be openness and an unrestricted search for truth,
really just the opposite. We are now little better
n the Renaissance inquisitors, for we can see
quite clearly that the courses we undergo are not
catalysts to learning, but carefully constructed quagmires which often lead us further into darkness.
Often the complaint is made against those professors who are engulfed in a mechanical method of
teaching which reduces the level of education to an
impersonal factory. While this is indeed a valid
objection, it is not nearly as unscrupulous and
unjust as the politically and economically based
motives which underlie the teaching objectives of
some. It is far more distressing to see a group of
students violated by unfelling super egos who need
a point of departure to convey their illusions of
superiority. It is even worse to see college departmen ts engage in vindictive policies designed
ultimately to insure monetary success, promotions,
and job security. None of these things are bad in
themselves, but when they are achieved through
devious means, they become despicable.
More than one good teacher at State has been
systematically eliminated as a result of the incredible power struggles which take place and unless all
of us become aware of the injustices which occur,
we only succeed in perpetuating them.
Aside from the business end of this flagrant
k of integrity, there lies symptoms which are, at
least, visible. It is generally a simple matter to distinguish those professors who are teaching for themselves alone. When you are not able to feel that, as
a student, you have much to discover, and yet

(continued from page 7)

through this article. That means Me . By emphasizing
my self and my opinions, l help you locate your
self in terms of my ideas. Your comments and letters help me locate myself in terms of you. Rather
than being piggish and hoarding your head in my
column (or, maintaining aesthetic distance), I will

One last bit of information; then I can leave
Butler Library and you can go onto another article.
My mind is on a horrendous pattern trip - I see
relationships between the most seemingly diverse
things. One of the reasons why I became interested
in Field theory is that it focuses on pattern recognition and therefore justifies some of my more
dubious associations, such as relating the pool-table
in the Masthead with symbolists poetry. I won't
explain that one here but I think you can see that I
intend to cover a lot of ground, or background, or
Field, with an awful lot of us.
Are you interested?

\

•

to be as responsive as I can to your feelings, as
well as keep your interest with experiments in the
form and content of this material.

Yours truly,

George Howell Jr.
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cool-headed analytic searchers after truth,
we are inclined to ideny them emotionality, intuition, and enjoyment in their
efforts.
I believe that there is today a st
trend toward a negative view of d .plined work that proceeds analytically.
Part of this trend may be a natural, perhaps even a cyclic , reaction against the
overwhelming power of technology,
which seems to thrive on the supposedly
value-stripped intellects of our modern
scientists. And I find that I am even grateful for this trend inasmuch as it is compelling our scientists (and even some people
in the humanities) to question just how
free of responsible values their work
should be. At the same time, I am uneasy
with the momentum of the reacting pendulum as it swings toward an extreme of
hyper-valuation of the instinctive and
undisciplined personal.
Now these latter terms are often used
in speaking of the arts, and it is not surprising, given the trend mentioned above,
that there has been a renewal, especially
among the young, of interest in all art
forms, precisely because art is often
viewed (and just as often mistakenly) as
the antithesis of the disciplined objectivism of science. And this returns us to the
most misleading dichotomy of "intellect"
and "emotion," etc.
I think this dichotomy, reinforced by
Dr. Ford is currently teaching courses in
the trend toward one of its extremes,
at the heart of my students' questi
American Literature, Faulkner, and the
"Why ruin literature by taking it apart?
Critical Process.
Why not just enjoy it?" Once we accept
that these questions are asked in terms
that are heavily value-laden, we can better
policy," no one doubts that I disagree set about understanding and answering
with Nixon. Yet, we also have the terms them . Let me start by presenting a vig"critical reading" and "critical thinking," nette. Imagine that your roommate has
which we hold as good and which are just shown you a poem he has been wrestoften spelled out as objectives of educa- ling with for several days. You read it
tion. Within these contexts, the word through as he sits by, probably with visi"critical" seems to take on both the ble anxiety . You finish reading and look
meaning and the positive value of terms up at the questions in his eyes. The forelike "independent judgment" and "clear most of those questions you know is, "Do
perception." The skepticism we bring to you like it?" How do you answer? Usualour reading and hearing of advertising is ly, you consult your instinctive reactions
valued today as healthy distinction and to such things as the subject matter, the
discrimination--at base, it is clearly a form kind of diction or words used, the general
attitude of the poet toward his subject
of critical analysis.
The second word in this term also matter, etc. If you liked (or agreed with)
carries an ambiguous value load. "Analy- these as they are in the poem before you
sis" is traditionally linked with terms like read this poem, you are likely to say that
"rational," "reasoned," "intellectual"; you liked your friend's effort If any of
and to tell someone he is of an "analyti- these turned you off, you may either discal" turn of mind often means (more in a guise your genuine dislike for the sake of
value aspect than a denotative aspect of your friend's feelings, and give the same
meaning) that he appears cold or unfeel- response, or forthrightly tell him, "I don't
ing or over-intellectual. In other words, like it ." Whichever you say, it is doubtful
we are caught up in the unfortunate ' that your friend will be satisfied with
dichotomy between "intellect" and nothing more. He is more than
"emotion"; between "conscious" and going to press you : "What do you
"sub-conscious"; between "rational" and about it? Why don't you like it?" A "'
"irrational." And so, while we are grateful suddenly you are called upon to do somethat our scholars and scientists are clear, thing else than respond or react: you are

"No, Virginia,

crztzczsm
does not rztin literatztre ''
•

•

•

J.E. FORD

Whenever I hear the pop song, "Look
What They've Done to My Song," I see in
my mind the many students who have
asked me , "Why analyze a piece of literature? You only ruin it when you tear it to
pieces. Why can't we just enjoy it?" The
first time I was asked these questions, I
was unable to answer for at least two reasons: 1 )I wasn't sure but that I shared the
students' attitude myself, and 2)1 didn't
know how to express what disagreement I
did know I had .
Now I think I can articulate not only
why I do not believe that critical analysis
"ruins" literature, but also why an unfortunately large number of students continue, year after year, to develop that
attitude.
I would approach such articulation by
first examining the words used to express
the attitude. There are three basic terms,
1 )critical analysis, 2)ruins (any equally
destructive verb would do as well), and
3)literature, which together form a basic
English sentence; subject-verb-object.
Now the meaning we derive from a sentence comes from several directions, the
1ost obvious being the denotative or dicti, nary definitions of the words and their
n".'d.er in the sentence. But a great deal of
the r- 'ling of a sentence like this comes
alsc U'On the value load each word
carrie~ Th ' clearest value in our terms is
expre~~Prl in the word "ruins." There is no
way for this word to be seen as anything
but negative, destructive, bad. And so our
sentence says that the subject is doing
something bad or undesirable to the
object. Now we only get upset about such
a statement when the object is something
we hold in esteem. We can take for granted, then, that those who make this statement value the third term, "literature,"
positively as a good. But the value load
for the first term, "critical analysis," is
more complex. First, it shares in the negativity of "ruins," since it is the cause of
the "ruining," and second, it is composed
of two words of dubious status. The first
word , "critical," is frequently used only
as a negative , such that if I say, "I am
critical of Nixon's price-wage control

likt
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(continued on page 28)

The Real World
In order to exercise his basic intellect•.1al rights he must be allowed at least
this one work, the predicate 'real ,' by
which to mark his most responsible ulterior judgments. Philip Wheelwright from
Metaphor and Reality.

The title may seem presumptuous
and pretentious, but to survive and pro tect what he finds most important to his
well-being, man must be pushy and
assuming at times, at least until everyone
recognizes that culture is man 's one
unique contribution to his world. It is
this section's hope that we can point up
the importance of the work of artists, all
artists, who have a right to that name .
Artists are frequently viewed as
madmen who do what they do because
they know no better ; they have been
touched by gods or demons and live in a
world be ond un r
·
f

ecords

fantasy , an unreal world . Perhaps it is
through a kind of grace that they create
but it is through discipline that they continue . " But the true poet dreams being
awake . He is not possessed by his subject
~t has dominion over it ... Where he
seems most to recede from humanity , he
will be found the truest to it. " (Charles
Lamb) Once you understand a work of
art , there is no longer any need to hide in
it or be afraid of it .
Artists need protection in this
world, at this time . People still consider
them dangerous (at least they recognize
the power inherent in art) and wish they
would get down to real life and go to
work. Artists in my mind are closer to
reality than the everyday world. They are
prophets and historians ; they create what
we will read , see , or hear tomorrow and
what we choose to view from the past .
Art is autonomous ; it exists as is and need

not apply to any observable world.
Good art is without time j it may not
be relevant to the apparent world but it
will do at any time in history what it did
when it first appeared , if it is good art.
Art is real ; it will bind people together
who are separated by hundreds of miles
or hundreds of years ; it will not go out of
style or lose its power. The right to
create, protect and encourage art is the
most important right man has - for it
guards his individuality as well as his
humanity . We are not making Art a living
thing ; we are here to call your attention
to its life .

A wise beginning for any large inquiry

is to entertain the postulate that reality,

or a goodly part of it, is not obvious and
discoverable by overt public methods of
investigation, but is latent, subtle, and
shy. - Philip Wheelwright
==11·=1=:ir::=;ir.:::;,

•MICHAEL SAJECKI

JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: BARK
(GRUNT APRS - 8409]

The long awaited album by the
Jefferson Airplane has finally been released, in a brown paper bag wrapped over
the cover. Don't get all excited though,
there is no pornographic design underneath, just a fish. Yes, and a dead fish at
that. I must admit that after seeing this I
was a little reluctant to play the album.
For if the cover was any indication of the
record's quality, it would be a bomb.
The album itself turned out to be
quite different from what the Airplane
has done in the past. Whether this is due
to the loss of lead singer Marty Balin and
drummer Spencer Dryden, is a question
that will forever linger in my mind . The
group has definitely suffered the loss of
Dryden, however, with Joey Covington
being an inconsistent drummer, not quite
the drummer to complement the heavy
lead guitar of Jorma Kaukonen and
thumping bass line of Jack Casady.
Paul Kantner's rhythm guitar is just
~
od as it's always been, but his songs
is record only seem to be an exten-

sl~ of his Starship album, and for the

most part, just as un-lnteresting,
One ot the ulva;eable qualit111 of
the record is Jorma Kaukonen, whose
guitar makes him one of the most useful
components of the Jefferson Airplane.

"Wild Turkey" an instrumental track
written by Jorma Kaukonen is the best
song on the album, and with the addition
of Papa John Creack on fiddle, the track
is also my nomination as one of the best
tracks ever recorded by the Airplane.
Gracie Slick too has done her best to
help raise the quality of the record with
an especially strong vocal on " Crazy
Miranda." "Pretty As You Feel," the
only song on the album written by more
than one of the group, is quite good with
a refreshing vocal harmony and just plain
over all fantastic playing. Every group
these days has to try one or two "different" tracks on it ; this album is no
exception. "Never Argue With a German
If You're Tired or European Song" written by Grace Slick and "Thunk" written
by Joey Covington are so different however, that I don't think there are any
redeemable qualities in them .
It would seem that the Jefferson
Airplane aren't quite as together as
they've been in past years; what with
Kantner and Slick working on the
Jefferson Starship, and Kaukonen and
Casady in Hot Tuna.
Thi• probably will not affect the
popularity of the group. The Jefferson
Airplane will continue to draw attention
for a long time to come.

THE WHO: WHO'S NEXT
(DECCA · D679182)

I must admit that for a while I was
worried about The Who -- You know 1
those guys who did that Rock Oper~
thing. Tommy was really quite successful
for the Who and it seemed that Peter
Townshend, (lead guitarist and writer of
most of the group's material), was going
to rest on the praises from Tommy for a
long time. Live at Leeds which followed
Tommy just proved that Townshend
hadn't gotten up off his best intentions
yet. And then there was that interview
with John Entwistle where he said The
Who had gone as far as they could go and
that their future was in doubt. Then .. a
giant lull.
And then one day -- whammo . On
the stands was a new album by The Who
called Who's Next. I quickly picked it up
and checked the titles of the songs to
make sure it wasn't a best hits record
because after Live at Leeds, I didn't quit~
~now what to expect from the group. As
1t turned out, Who's Next is a best hits
album - but best new hits. All the songs
except for "My Wife" wire written by

Pete Townshend.

The Who must have spent quite a
while preparing this album -· long enough
for Townshend to start goofing around

with synthesizers and long enough to talk
Nicky Hopkins, one of rock 's best Key board men,into helping out.
The first song on the album, "Baba
O'Riley" starts out with a VCS3-Organ
(or is it an A.R.P. Synthesizer?) Then a
piano joins in followed by the powerful
voice of Roger Dal trey, lead singer of The
Who, and gradually everybody joins in to
make this one of the most different, and
exciting cuts they've laid down since The
Who Sell Out, way back then. The so~g
ends with the violin of special guest David
Arbus, rather than the powerful lead
guitar antics of Peter Townshend; the
first of many surprises I was in for.
The next song, "Bargain, " also starts
out with an A.RP . Synthesizer or , oh
well, anyways it starts out like that. And
then breaks into one of the most powerful rocking songs ever recorded. by Th_e
Who with everybody demonstrating th_eir
superstar status on this cut : the amazi?g
lead guitar of Pete Townshend, the driving bass line of John Entwistle, the now
too-heavy tasteful drumming of Keith
Moon and the powerful vocals of Roger
Daltry . Although they still play as loud
and as well, perhaps even better than they
every had played, there is a sense of sophistication to the group and the album .
The music is now more controlled and it
seems that all the energy produced by the
music machine called The Who has been
harnassed, producing tasteful results.
Entwistle's cut " My Wife " is pro•
bably the strangest tune on the alb~m
and is just a tiny sample of the buddmg
writing talents of Entwistle as displayed
on his solo album, Smash Your Head
Against the Wall, which should be reaching the states shortly.
Never for a moment however, do
The Who give you the impression that
they are anything else but a rock group -·
they're just a rock group -- but one hell of
a rock group who, with this album ,
should take the predominance in popular
rock once held by the Beatles. Let's hope
that the synthesizer doesn't go to Peter
Townshend's head because personally I
think The Who would sound damn silly
playing Tarkus.
JACK BRUCE:
HARMONY ROW

( ATCO RECORDS -SD33 - 365]

A few years ago, we were all listening to a group called The Cream , and t~e
powerful musicianship of the personm:l m
this group Eric Clapton - lead guitar,
Ginger Baker - drums, and Jack Bruce Bass. However, as in most highly successful groups these cldys, dissent settled
upon the group and eventually led to its
breakup.
Ginger Baker and Eric Clapton formed Blind Faith . Jack Bruce disappeared

from the musical spotlight. Blind Faith
broke up with Ginger Baker forming his
own group Air Force, and Eric Clapton
touring with Delany and Bonnie and
Friends - later he too formed his own
group, Derek and the Dominoes.
In the meantime , Jack Bruce
(remember him?) bass player with the
Cream, had recorded two albums. The
first, Songs For a Tailor, proved that
Bruce was an untapped resource as far as
rock music was concerned. His second
album, The Th in gs We Like showed that
Jack Bruce was very interested in progressive jazz and rock music, working with
the likes of Graham Bond , John
McLaughlin and Dick Heckstall Smith.
This album's own progressive nature
doomed it to failure in the eyes of the
record buying public.
Bruce has just released his third solo
album called Harmony Row. Jack Bruce
plays bass, piano, organ, mouth organ,
cello, and everything else that g~est
drummer John Marshall and guest guitarist Chris Spedding don 't play . The musicianship on the album is simply extraordinary, with Jack Bruce moding together
one of the most cohesive bands to come
out in a very long time. There is evidence
of the Cream on this record, in the form
of the powerful, driving bass line , and
super vocals by Jack . But that 's where the
comparison stops. No screeching guitar
solos, no thump, thump, bang, bang drum
solos. Just tasteful controlled playing.
Bruce 's music is combined with the
poetic lyrics of Pete Brown . Together the
two are the most progressive and talented
song-writing duo since LennonMcCartney.
The songs don't wait for you to
listen to them, they attack you. You
can't sit back and listen to the album;
you 're on the edge of your chair from the
beginning to the end. The album starts
out with a slow paced song - "Can You
Follow" with Jack Bruce singing and on
piano a very soft, mellow sound. The
next cut - loud and beautiful, jars you
away from the gentle mood of the first
cut. "Escape To The Royal Wood (On
Ice)" is probably one of the most ~riginal
compositions ever written, and is well
done from start to finish. The variety on
this album is really amazing and every cut
is great. Especially worth no~ing is a song
called "Post War," with lyrics and music
so tightly knit that you would think one
person write both .
Harmony Row is, in my opinion,
one of the two best albums of the year,
(the other being Who's Next - by ~he
Who). Once again Bruce has proven hi~self a musician and producer extraordmaire. I can only hope that Jack finally gets
the credit he deserves, and that he is
savoring at least a little satisfaction,
because lately, I haven't heard much
about Eric Clapton or Ginger Baker.
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•STEVE

WALDMA .

DEATH IN VENICE

Venice, 1911.
Into a city , doomed for possible destruction, comes Gustave von Aschenbach ,
famed conductor and composer, searching
for his lifelong standard of perfect beauty.
He finds this in a young boy - at whose
expense, von Aschenbach finally succumbs to the plague of cholera, running
rampant through the city .
Thomas Mann 's novella has been
brought to the screen with great care and
articulate detail by Luchino Visconti, who
last brought to the screen, The Damned,
dealing with perversions during pre- and
post- WW II , Germany. Venice has been
gloriously reconstructed, so that every
detail described in the story has been
recreated on the screen .
However, Visconti has taken certain
liberties with Mann's original text, as to
distort the total impact of the film . Originally a writer, von Aschenbach is now a
distinguished composer, (actually, an
inspirational choice), providing the viewer
with an opportunity to enjoy some movements from Mahler 's Third and Fifth
Symphonies. This music fully complements the lonely and foreboding mocA
experienced by von Aschenbach throuW '
out the film. As a composer,
Aschenbach 's discussions about beauty
(depicted in flashback) seem more relevant . " The creation of beauty is a spiritual
act," he argues with a former student,
who maintains that beauty belongs to the
senses. " These discussions heighten the
film , and perhaps steer it in the pro~er
direction which the book tried to maintain. Unfortunately , by selecting Mahler
as his choice of inspiration , Visconti has
altered the entire slant of the film .
Mahler's homosexaul tendencies become
the focal point for von Aschenbach's relationship with the young boy, Tadzio,
forcing the impression on the viewer that
Aschenbach 's love for him is sexual, not
spiritual. Their brief encounters are
played up as romantic trysts rather than
the strangely inexplicable meetings found
in the book.
Dirk Borgarde, barely recognizable
under some heavy makeup , portrays the
lonely old man, who is unable to prevent
his own death, though aware of the pestilence beseiging Venice. Perhaps he best
sums up his own concept of his life in this
speech. " ... to our eyes, it appears that
the sand (of an hourglass) runs out only.
the end, and until it does, it's not wort
thing, until that final moment wh .
there's nothing left to think about."

This film also marks the debut of Bjorn

Andresen as Tadzio. His part provides him

with little opportunity for emoting, and Each piece is the best-ever that I've seen either. The Member's Gallery staff should
be given accolades, grapes, and salutations
therefore his acting ability can't really be by members of the State faculty.
Richard Gubernick's color crafts· for the idea of representing the fine arts
evaluated. Silvana Mangano portrays
Tadzio's mother, a mysterious and manship, displayed within his consistent faculties of State and U.B. together; and
framework of a multiple square configu- should be cursed the fleas of a thousand
gely possessive woman.
•
period piece, this film moves quite ration , has never been more exciting than camels for packing it into that space. The
slowly, sometimes progressing at a snail's in these two paintings. Frank Echmair has show runs through 10 October.
pace, taking 130 minutes to tell its story . always had a way of incorporating nostalThe Design Department of S.U.C.B.
Perhaps, in this respect, one could com- gia and romanticism without schmaltzy 11
pare it to the film version of Thomas ness into his woodcuts. A Rose for Mon- has collected works by the five most reHardy's Far From the Madding Crowd. day is a lovely example of his attitude cently acquired members of its faculty Both films spend a great portion of their and ability. Roland Wise most always Bonnie Gordon, Lynne McElhaney, Bruce
length in setting up a particular atmos- paints surprisingly uncontrived subjects in Marzah, John Jaquet , and Walter Wells.
phere and mood. However, the latter film fresh , gentle colors; Boots and Still Life The show as a whole lends one a sense of
· was unsu'ccessful commercially, because it · with Boots seem to be done -with a wider , · energy, and ·knowledge. of five vibrant inwas thought to be excessively dull and less structured palette than · the. other · dividuals each with an amazing feel for
·· · monotonous. There will be those who '11 pieces of Wises' that I've seen. I don't the fantastic . Jaquets '· jewelry is quietly
arrive at the same judgment for Death in know how anyone could demonstrate outrageous and beautiful ; I want to grab
Venice. This film will certainly not appeal more variation within one medium , in a one of Wells' constructions and take it
to the masses. It is a difficult film for one selection of two pieces, than Paul Martin apart and examine the insides like I did to
to get involved with, yet strikes the viewer has in these lithographs. Subject, a jack-in-the-box about fifteen years ago.
with much impact and an almost hypnotic approach , and impact are beautifully , They're happily fascinating and intricate.
quality. Therefore, despite its structural amazingly manipulated to two totally dif- Marzahn paints strong images of bad
dreams and does it so that they become
flaws, this film may deservedly become a ferent ends.
I started feeling like the fourth and dazzling rather than foggy, the way we
masterpiece .
fifth floors of Upton Hall must be fairly may have left them . He is convincing.
friendly places after all. James Vullo, Paul Gordon and McElhaneys' pieces are stunWiesenfeld, Robert Brock, Joseph ning , and their processes fascinating. The
Bolinsky. Robert E. Davidson, Arthur show will be in the Upton Hall Gallery
•WENDY HUGHES
Kleinfelder, and Robert Squeri are there through 30 September (tomorrow). An
too , each represented by a strong samp- interesting follow-up to this show should
be the Pft Education Faculty Show openling of their respective styles.
THE VERIDIAN GREEN
The U.B. faculty members were not ing in Op ton 4 October.
IS ALWAYS MORE SUBTLE as familiar to me as the State College
"What confusion sometimes manifaculty , but the notion I had of the poor fests itself from the minds of men," so
ON THE OTHER SIDE
plight of art majors at that school was sayeth the sage of picture hangers. From
OF THE FENCE
reduced to all but a whimpering rivalry. the same folks that brought you "No ColHarvy Breverman and Seymour Drum- lege is an· Island", we now have Our
When I first started telling people levich offer graphics that shine and move Legacy of Art in Western New York
that I was going to Buffalo to study art, and make me smile. Anthony Paterson through 24 October at the Charles Burchmost of them snickered and mumbled has made graceful, sighing masses of field Center in Rockwell Hall at S.U.C.B.
something about "the cultural armpit of bronze bodies. The photographs by Carol The contents of this show are as diversithe east", before walking away . When I Kaufman first appear to be random drug- fied a collection as is imaginable • Snoopy
first told someone that I was going to store printing rejects, but a more serious Sniffer, that clutzy pull-toy dog, sits with
study at a state school, I remember a consideration initiates an appreciation for equal stature amongst such things as a
reaction to the effect that most school her particular choices, which might be World War II fighter bomber, and the
faculty are unproductive has-beens. I can labeled moody spontaneity . Also repre- architecture of the First Presbyterian
also recall getting a lot of pity from sented are Sheldon Berlyn, Willard Harris, Church in !,ewiston. The entry way to
people who had chosen to study in the Don Nichols (whose floating bars or paint this exhibition (hanging felt dividers
"only real center of contemporary artistic feel like melted velvet inside your eyes), standing cork b11lletin boards, etc.) is a
innovation" - that being either California Donald Blumberg, Katherine Koenig, joke. The transition from the helteror New York City, depending on who John Mcivor, Phillip Elliot, Duayne skelter of the outside section to the rather
you were speaking with. All of these Hatchett, Paul McKenna, and Don well-done inside section, is awkard. (The
pieces could have easily been labeled in a
things, I found, were true to one extent Robertson.
or another. But three years later, within a
At any rate, the one problem with less confudng fashion, also). At any rate,
half-mile of each other, three galleries this show is that the space it's confined in there is a pile of things to find out and
have put together collections of very solid is absurd . I can hardly believe that the learn from this show - and the name of it
evidence that this area is hardly culturally same gallery that had the technical know is not a presumptuous description.
There is something close to 2500 art
deprived as a community; that State Uni- -how to present the Kreb's laser beam
versity System art professors as a whole sculptures could have done such a poor majors in good hands in Buffalo. In
are working vibrant artists; and that inno- job on pieces that require a hammer, wire Buffalo, a place that has a surprising
and nail at most . The reason is that it is a amount of artistic precedent as well as
vation is in the eye of the beholder.
Faculty Artists, a joint effort of the Member's Gallery Purchase show, and, as current innovation. You project what you
S.U.C.B. and U.B. fine arts faculties, is such, is limited to the office. Ambition expect .
And you usually get it.
currently showing at the Member's Gal- here is not commensorate with the spatial
lery of the Albright-Knox. The show is confines of the gallery. The problem
w
ned by one thing only - the size of becomes one of exposure for the artists'
tl.
llery itself. It was the first day of names, sacrificing appreciation for the
the semester when I went to see the artists' works. Every piece in the back
show, and I left it ·with enough enthu- pantry suffers, and half of those in the
siasm to tide me over until Christmas. front don't really have room to breath
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(continued from page 24)

being asked to explain the standards by
which you know that you like or do not
like a given piece of literature . Now you
may simply tell your friend, " Well , I just
don't like poems that rhyme, and yours
rhymes." Or, " I'm keen on anti-war poet•
ry, and yours is anti-war ." When you
answer in this vein, there is nothing your
friend can do but accept what you say ,
for what you do or do not like is
unchallengeable. He cannot take you to
task for not liking rhymes any more than
he can for your not liking strawberry ice
cream, and for the same reason : they are
both matters of taste at the response level.
It is your friend 's probable second
question that moves you away from this
level. He asks, " Do you think it's any
good?" I submit that the typical reaction
to this question is one of burden. No
longer are you free to answer in the
sphere of the unchallengeable. Even if you
hold the view that what you like is what is
good , you know that the synonymity ,
which is your own, is open to attack . The
burden of standards, of criteria of value , is
inescapably yours when you are asked to
judge goodness. You may legitamately
ease out of the burden by saying that you
don't know enough about poetry to be
able to judge it. But in so doing , you are
acknowledging the existence of criteria
that are, to some extent , independent of
your personal response . On the other
hand, you may answer your friend , " Yes,
I think it's good, " hoping he will be con•
tent . But I cannot imagine him being so ; I
see him as wanting, if not actually demanding you to tell him what you think is
good about it. And there you are--all
caught up in the very act of "ruining" his
poem--doing critical analysis.
Now when it is looked at in the light of
this basically very human situation-poet•
poem-reader (and I use "poem" here to
stand for any piece of literature, and
"poet" for any writer of it), critical analysis is nothing more than a serious reader's
means of arriving at a deeper appreciation
of the good thing the poet has created.
The fictional roonmate wanted your
appreciation of the goodness he hoped his
labor had wrought. When he asked if you
liked it, he was concerned with what we
might call "gut" response; but when he
asked if you thou~t it was good, he was
demanding judgment which, if it is to be
worth anything, must arise out of a working knowledge of what, in general at least,
makes for good and poor poetry.
It is this distinction between response
and judgment that can best explain the
role of literary criticism as a constructive
rather than a destructive force in both the
reading and the studying of literature.
Notice I said "distinction," not dichotomy. Distinctions are analytic , and can
deepen understanding of wholes, while
dichotomies are often isolating, and lead

to meaningless polar absolutes . The
human being is an integrated whole ; to
polarize (rather than to distinguish) his
acts is to destroy their human richness . So
when I speak of response and judgment as
distinguishable , I am not implying that we
must choose one exclusive of the other. In
fact, I do not think we are free to choose
the former at all insofar as our basic like•
and-dislike responses are usually like
habits to which we do not advert consciously, except when we are asked to art•
iculate them .
But at the level of judgment we are
free : we can choose to judge or not to
judge . Of course, if, when we say some•
thing is good , we mean simply that we
like it, we have not really moved out of
the response sphere at all, even though we
are using the term "good ," which properly belongs in the judgment sphere . But
once we try to find reasons for saying
something is good that are not merely
synonyms for response, we have made
such a move , and thus are now responsible
for , burdened with , if you will , the problem of supporting our judgment.
The serious study of literature gives us
just such support. And the more serious
(and by this I mean disciplined and careful, not dull , tedious, and grim!) and the
more extensive the study, the more supportable the judgment is likely to be. And
as we set about trying to give weight and a
kind of validity to our judgments, we can•
not but deepen our appreciation of the
poet's work. It is most certainly true that
analysis requires a concern with the parts
of that work ; but it is equally true that
what is gained is a whole greater than the
sum of the parts. The synthesis which
takes place after the analysis includes the
added factor of appreciation , which can
legitamately be attained only after some
amount of critical work.
What has happened , one might ask at
this point, to the enjoyment of literature
that the students were pleading for . I
think it can be seen now that the term
"enjoyment" is somewhat ambiguous
because it might be applied to every step
in the entire literary experience. My first
instinctive response to a poem may be one
of enjoyment; my careful analysis of the
art of the poem may be the most enjoyable kind of labor ; and my re-reading of
the poem after the critical work may be ,
and often is, the most enjoyable because
it is the richest experience of all. Obviously, each of these is a different kind of
enjoyment resulting from different acts:
response, analysis, synthesis. I see the first
as basic: without it I am most unlikely to
bother moving to the next. But once I
· have moved into the work of analysis, it is
probable that the result of that work will
determine whether or not I will enjoy the
synthesis. For if I find that I cannot give
much artistic value to a work that I enjoyed at the response level , I can appreciate it
only for that level of enjoyment. In other
28

words, I may well continue to enjoy a
poem that I do not consider good art.
Contrariwise, I may not have enjoyed at
first reading a poem that I felt compelled
to analyze (for a course, perhaps,
friend's request) , and I may deter
that it stands up quite well as art by so
critical criteria. In this case, I may continue to dislike (or not " enjoy ") a poem I
recognize and appreciate as good .
Thus the term "enjoy " as my students
were using it, may well have been meant
as synonymous with "like ," and with that
possibility we are once again back to the
unchallengeable respqnse level. The signi•
ficance of this lies in its relation to the
study of literature as an academic discipline. (I use those last two words advisedly and in as denotative and neutral a
sense as I possibly can.) I cannot understand how it could be that someone
would pay money , put in hours of class
attendance, and endure examinations
and/or papers in order to "enjoy " reading
literature . It simply is not necessary: any
professor could give out a reading list, and
the student so inclined could set about his
enjoyment. But no, say some, the reason
for taking an academic course is to force
the reading which would not be done
without the pressure. I can only answer
that the enjoyment level must be fairly
low to begin with if it requires that much
pressure. Thus its power as a term in the
students' questions is correspondingly
lessened.
The reading of literature is not p
cisely the same as the study of literature,
though, obviously , we cannot have the
study without the reading. The acceptance of this idea is, perhaps, the reason
that some students equate enjoyment
with the simple first reading. and nonenjoyment with the study . The latter
implies a kind of discipline and application that the former does not. It is a short
step from that realization to a demand
that the academic study of literature be a
discussion of unchallengeable, equallyvalued responses of the readers. The
thinking students, who asked me the questions quoted throughout this paper were
trying, in most cases, to sort out the
human tendency toward the nondema.nding task from a true concern for
what happens to their literary experience
when it works its way through critical
analysis, a most demanding task indeed.
The problem is that once each of us
has given his response, there is nothing
more to do. I cannot legitimately say, "I
don't think you are right" without reference -to criteria other than personal preference. And . as soon as I have done that, I
have moved into criticism. And I must
have at least a rudimentary knowledge of
that field of study to pursue the discta
sion with any degree of competence. Ii9'
the attainment of such knowledge and the

or:t
t

(concluded on next page)

skills with which to extend it that is the
ose of the academic study of literat

I said at the beginning that I think I
know why a number of students have
developed the idea that critical analysis
"ruins" literature. I have alluded to two
of the reasons already. The first is the
readily understood desire to do only what
is comparatively easy and painless. With
this reason I need not linger; its validity
can easily be judged. The second is the
belief that one can fully appreciate art at
the response level and need never move
outside it. I have respect for this reason
because I had to work my own way from
it to the understanding I have now of the
necessary integration of both the response
and the judgment levels.
There is also a third possible reason,
and that is the way in which literature has
been taught . There is no question in my
mind but that many of us teachers of literature have been unsuccessful in communicating the real joy and power of
appreciation that critical work can bring
to a love of Shakespeare, Shelley,
Salinger, or Snyder. And that failure to
communicate may well have distorted,
not the love of literature (thank God!),
but the understanding of the vital relaship between literature and criticism.
e are, of course, many reasons for
failure, but their analysis is another
paper. It suffices to say that this is certainly a valid possible reason, and it compels the attention of any literature
teacher.
Now I have no way of knowing what
percentage of my questioning students
corresponds to each' of these reasons. I
would like to think that for the majority
of them the second will ring most true .
This is possibly because I dislike extremes,
and the first puts the students in an
uncomfortable position, while the third
does the same for the teachers. It is the
second reason that has formed the substance of this paper, and I invite further
discussion on it from students concerned
with its implications for their study of literature.

1.
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Local
LAST DAY TO REGISTER TO VOTE
Rosary Hill College - Dr. Stanley Krippner speaking
on " ESP, Dreams, and Human
Potential, Here and Abroad " Wick Social Hall
8 :1 5 p.m.
" Celebration" - Paul Butterfield Blues Band,
Sha-Na-Na call Buffalo State ticket
office or Norton Union.
WKBW-TV " ls There A Doctor in the Ghetto?"
examines shortage of doctors in Buffalo 7 p.m.
WBEN-FM - "Bussing and Integration : ls There a Way
Out? " with Carmelo Parlato
and Dr. Arthur Butler, 6 :30 p.m.
Outside
Rochester Institute of Technology - "Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid"

September 29
Campus
Student Union Board Coffee House, QSL, Union
Social Hall through the 30th, 8 p.m.
Burchfield Center - "Our Legacy of Art in Western
New York" through 24 October.
Upton Hall-Five New Members of the Design
Department, through 10 October
Local
Albright Knox Art Gallery
Art faculties of SUNYAB and SUCB, Members
Gallery through 10 October
Studio Arena-registration for classes which begin 4
October, call 853-1626.
WEBR-FM "Musical Innovations" Cleveland Quartet
9:05 p.m.
Outside
Kenan Center in Lockport
" Intermedia Concert " -James Fulkerson Taylor
Theater, 8 :30 p.m.
Art Gallery of Ontario
Vuillard : 70 paintings, 25 drawings, 70 prints
through 24 October.
Stratford Festival Theater
"Macbeth" through the 16 of October
" Much Ado About Nothing" through 11
October, call Salsberg Ticket Agency
New York Cultural Center
" Art in Revolution : Soviet Art and Design since
1917"

October 3
Campus
Union Social Hall Movie
Local
Revilot 257 East Ferry Street - saxophonist Rahsaan
Roland Kirk , simultaneous
broadcast over WBFO-Fm at 10 p.m.
WNED-TV begins season
7 p.m. Civilization repeat showing
9 p.m. Masterpiece Theater - "Jude the Obscure"
serialization of Thomas Hardy classic
. 10 p.m. Folk and Classical music every week.
Outside
Kenan Center"Gallery II : Spaces and Tangents" - James
Fulkerson ; Kenan House Gallery 2-6 p.m.

4lt

September 30
Campus
Jazz Dance Workshop . 213 New Gym, conducted by
Ms. Sabatine, every Thursday from 7-9 p.m.
for information call 862-4519
Newman Center - Arthur Eve speaking on Attica •
Schools 8 :30 p.m.
Local
SUNYAB
Concert of Indian Music, Fillmore Room Norton
Union at 8 p.m., for information call 688-9104
or 833-3573.
WBFO-FM Informal Conversation with Dr. Robert
1'etter, president of U.B., listeners
may call with questions, 8 p.m.
Outside
Carnegie Hall
David Crosby and Graham Nash, also 4 October.

October 4
Local
Albright-Knox Art Gallery
"Six Painters" • Avedisian, Bannard, Christensen,
Davis, Poons, Young through 14 November.
SUNYAB
Baird Hall . Cleveland Quartet (in residence this
year) call Norton Union
WNED-TV
8 p.m. "Basic Training" preparation of soldiers
for combat, filmed at Fort Knox, Kentucky by
Fred Wiseman.
9 :30 p.m . "Book Beat" with Archibald
MacLeish.
10:00 p.m. "Martin Agronsky : Evening Edition"
nightly reports, commentaries and in-depth
·
interviews.

October 1
Campus
Coffee House - Union Assembly Hall, 'QSL', 8 p.m.

October 5
Local
WNED-TV
9:30 p.m. "Black Journal"
Outside

October 2
Campus
Alpha Xi Omega Movie - "They Shoot Horses Don't
They?" 8 p.m., Union Social Hall
30

Circum locum
Syracuse Onandaga War Memorial - James Taylor call
Buffalo Festival ticket agency .
October 6
Campus
Blood Bank - Union Social Hall 10-4 p.m.
Local
"Traffic" at Kleinhans Music Hall 7 p.m.
Buffalo Festival Ticket Agency
Museum of Science - Public Night at Kellogg
Observatory
begins at dusk.
WNED-TV
8:30 p.m. " This Week" host Bill Moyers.
9:00 p.m. "Great American Dream Machine"
film -essayist Andrew Rooney "Essay on War."
WEBR-FM -9:05 p.m. - Lukas Foss and Lejaren Hiller
talk about upcoming concerts
Acquavella Galleries New York City
Amedro Modigliani
October 7
Campus
A
Convocation-Karl Hess, Union Assembly Hall
W
Newman Center Movie - "Closely Watched Trains"
7:30 p.m.
Local
SPIRO AGNEW COMES TO BUFFALO-TIME AND
PLACE TO BE ANNOUNCED.
Studio Arena
"The Gingerbread Lady" with Jo Van Fleet
through 24 October
Albright Knox Film Series
"Henry V" Lawrence Oliver 8 :30 p.m. by
subscription
WNED-TV
8:30 p.m. "Washington Week in Review"
9:00 p.m. "The Typists" with Eli Wallach and
Anne Jackson;
October 8
Local
Grand Funk Railroad - Buffalo Memorial Auditorium
8:30 p.m. Buffalo Festival
SUNY AB - Entertainment Productions' meeting 7 -12
midnight
room 323 Norton Union, call 831-5393
Outside
Guggenheim Museum - Piet Mondrian
October 9
Local
WNED-TV
7:30 p.m. "World Press"
8:15 p.m. "David Littlejohn : Critic at Large"
professor of journalism at Berkeley discusses
wide range of topics.

Outside
Rochester Auditorium Theater
"Jesus Christ Super-Star " 7 and 10 p.m. call
Buffalo Festival
October 10
Campus
Movie Union Social Hall
Local
Revilot-Trumpeter Pharaoh Saunders, simultaneous
broadcast
over WBFO-FM at 10 p.m.
October 11
Local
Studio Arena Film Series
'' The Magnificent Ambersons " Orson Welles
(1942 ),
m. by subscription
Canisius College
Friedrich Schiller ' s " Kabale und Liebe "
presented by German Theater Ensemble Student
Center Auditoirum , 8 :30 p.m.
WNED-TV
8 :00 p.m. " Hogan 's Goat" Faye Dunaway
Outside
Royal Alexandra , Toronto
"Sleuth " through 31 October
October 12
Local
SUNY AB Baird Hall - 20th Century American Songs
Laurence Bogue and Warren Hoffer - noon .
Outside
Rockefeller Arts Center, State University College at
Fredonia -Boston Ballet Company soloist Edward Villella
8 :30 p.m.
"Jesus Christ Superstar" opens at Mark Hellinger
in N.Y.C.

Ticket Agencies and Information
Buffalo State Ticket Office
Norton Union Ticket Office
Buffalo Festival Ticket Office
Cricket Ticket Agency . . . .
Salsberg Ticket Agency
Denton, Dottier &Daniels . .
Canisius College Ticket Office
Studio Arena Ticket Office

.862-5531
.831 -3704
.854-7173
.835-2828
.834-1600
.854-3910
.882-1111
.856-5650

FLOATING
new things from us to you

'R.OOM 101

NEUMANN HALL
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C:Al<~S ... PIICS ...
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yoga, gestalt, nutrition, esp,
Seneca wisdom, sensory awakening and more
visit us
Human Dimensions Institute al Rosary Hill College
839-2336
IT'S NICE TO BE WANTED ...
POET?
CAMERA BUG?
ARTIST?
CRITIC?
TYPIST?
IN

C ASSETY

TUNNEL

8-6

THE

DOOR

Casting Hall

15

ALWAYS OPEN

elm lEEvz

BE A PART OF A GROWING THING •EXT. 4210
• .......... it

••

•
!•

• you meet people who talk about Jesus; people who
about Jesus; people who preach about Jesus; •
• Jesus people; and even people who bear the name of!
: Christian, which was given to Christ's first disciples. •
• But have you ever met the Master Himself? Look
: us at our table in the Union, or stop by our office in
Jt-Cassety Tunnel B-8. For further rap, call: John - •
:773-3710; Carla - 862-4976; or Al • 862-5750.
Jt.share Jesus. ..
•

! sing

fort

t

Wet

FILM MAKING• PLAYWRITNG
DIRECTING • COSTUMING
ACTING • DANCE
SCENIC DESIGN • PUBL CITY
LIGHTING•MAKE·UP

EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE
IS
STUDENT THEATRE
IS
YOUR THEATRE

•: INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP •t
••....................................................
•• ___________________
VISIT THE CASTING HALL OFFICE
UNION 223

OR

CALL 862-6432

_,

